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The North Atlantic zone of Costa Rica is an alluvial

plain, whose fairly good soils and warm, extremely wet cli-

mate generate serious weed problems in cultivated crops and

pastureland. Basic foods - corn, beans, rice and yuca - are

important small farm crops. New land is still being opened

for small farming, encouraged by a government-sponsored home-

steading program.

Research was initiated in 1976 by the International Plant

Protection Center, in cooperation with CATIE, to determine

whether the weed control practices currently used by small

farmers could be improved. Agronomic results indicate that

tilling the soil gives no advantage over the farmers present

no-tillage methods. Pre-plant treatments with the herbicides

glyphosate and paraquat have been shown to save labor in corn

crops. There is little evidence that the new treatments raise

corn yields.

A survey of small farmers was conducted in the region in

1977 and 1978. A random sample of 21 farmers were selected

for interviews. The information included a general descrip-

tion of each farm family and the complete farm operation and

detailed descriptions of cultural practices in corn and beans

crop, with special emphasis on weed control. Social and eco-

nomic information was also obtained.
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Small farms in the sample are in various stages of de-

velopment. The first step is usually to brush out the native

timberland and fence off areas for a few cattle to graze.

Then parcels are cleared for annual crops, especially corn,

which is the most dependable cash crop. The farmer rotates

parcels for annual crops, weedy fallow and pasture. He con-

stantly attempts to build up his beef herd. Development of

perennial plots is limited by the quantities demanded for

home and local use.

Nearly half the labor, and half the cash resources, ex-

pended in corn production are for weed control. The farmers

typically cut the weeds with machete and leave the vegetation

as mulch before planting, weed the crop with machete or with

very light applications of 2,4-D, and cut the weeds once more

with machete before doubling the ears and harvesting. Some

temporary local shortages of labor occur in the peak periods,

when harvesting for one season overlaps with soil preparation

and planting for the next, although general underemployment

prevails in the long slack periods. Weed conditions influence

greatly the quantities of labor used for weed control. Rott-

boellia exaltata is the most noxious weed in corn cropping.

The quantitative information from the survey was tabu-

lated in partial budgets or detailed accounting sheets of

variable costs and revenues, for corn parcels on each sample

farm. Analysis of variance and regression models were used to

test hypothetical relationships among the variables. These

results were then compared with estimated capabilities and

costs of the experimental weed control treatments for the corn

crop on each sample farm. Reported wage rates and calculated

returns to family labor were used to estimate the values of

family labor.

It was found that aminority of the small corn farmers -

those who currently use relatively high quantities of cash re-

sources - might be able to reduce costs with the new treatments,

without losing revenue. ,Their increases in cash income would

not always exceed the losses in gainful employment suffered by

the farmworkers.



For the majority of small farmers in the region - those

who raise corn with family labor as the main resource - the

new treatments do not appear to offer any economic advant-
ages. The treatments are expensive, they offer little promise

for raising yields, and their labor-saving effects do not

fall squarely in the peak labor periods.

It is suggested, therefore, that recommendation of the

new treatments should be subject to the farmers' financial

conditions and to their actual objectives in growing corn.

The use of soil samples and research in the control of pas-

ture weeds are also suggested for further research by the IPPC.
Finally, it is suggested that assistance in the development

of extra-local banana markets for small farmers might be of
great value.
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THE AGRONOMIC, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL EFFECTS
OF THE AVAILABILITY OF NEW WEED CONTROL
TREATMENTS TO SMALL CORN FARMERS IN THE

NORTH ATLANTIC ZONE OF COSTA RICA

I. INTRODUCTION

A. World Food Production and Research

The majority of the world's people make their livings

from farming. Most of them are poor. Their living standards

depend to a great extent on the productivity of their farming

efforts, and also on the conditions of ownership and tenancy:

most of the world's farm owners own only small plots of land,

and an unmeasured but very large group of farmworkers owns no

land at all, but depends on farm employment for its subsis-

tence.

The most commonly grown crops on a world-wide basis are

the basic foods: the food grains - wheat, corn (maize), rice

and barley; the tubers - potatoes, sweet potatoes and cas-

sava (yuca); and the legume soybeans. These staples form

the major part of the diets of most of the world's people.

Of the many activities involved in raising these basic

crops, one of the most time consuming is weed control. Usu-

ally the weeds must be cut or removed during the preparation

of the soil for seeding. Cultural practices often include

cutting or removal of weeds at least once again during the

growth of the crop. These tasks are done either with hand

tools or with animal drawn tillage.

The advance of technology has transformed farming methods

in the industrialized countries, where use of motorized equip-

ment, chemical fertilizers and pesticides and improved culti-

vars are now considered conventional. To varying extents

these technological advances have been available to farmers

in the less developed countries, though as a rule the least

privileged rural people have been the group that has benefited

the least from the advance of technology.
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Agricultural researcher's have long worked at the task of

adapting technologically advanced products and techniques to
make them usable by farmers in the less developed countries.

It has only been recently that research effort has been fo-
cused o'n weed control se.

Throughout the conduct of this study, the researchers
have made positive, attempts to view cropping and weed control

as much as possible, through the eyes of the small farmers

themselves, and to form concepts of the problems involved
with small farming that are compatible with the small farm-

ers' own ways of thinking. The small farmers are intended as

the real clients of this study.

B. The International Plant Protection Center -

Oregon State University

The involvement of Oregon State University's School of

Agriculture in international research and development pro-

jects was expanding in the early 1960's. At that time Pro-

fessor William Furtick of the Crop Science Department was

screening newly developed herbicides. Among the graduate

students working under his supervision were Herni L6pez and
Genaro del Pozo of Chile. They asked Or. Furtick whether it

might be possible to screen herbicides in Chile during Chile's

growing season. This would allow them to carry on the work
the year around.

Dr. Furtick was receptive to their suggestion, and in

1962 he visited Chile. He was received by agricultural re-

searchers who were enthusiastic about cooperative research.

He found soils, climate, crops and weed species that were

comparable to those in the Willamette Valley of Oregon.

As a result of this exposure to the problems of weed con-

trol in South America, Professor Furtick's interest in agri-

cultural development began to reach far beyond the borders of
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Oregon. He wrote a proposal to the United States Agency for

International Development requesting the establishment of a

cooperative research program between American chemical com-

panies, the government of Chile and Oregon State University.

The United States Agency for International Development ac-

cepted the proposal and provided funds. The project was given

the name International Plant Protection Center - Oregon State

University and began operation in 1966.

The IPPC-OSU has manned several projects for research

and development in weed control in both Latin America and

Southeast Asia. A project was conducted in Northeast Brazil

from 1973 to 1976, with agronomists Herbert Fisher and Myron

Shenk and agricultural economist Douglas Young. Northeast

Brazil is one of the poorest regions of Latin America. Unem-

ployment is high and wages are low. It was found that for

small farmers in the Agreste district, where weeds were con-

trolled by hoeing in mixed cropping schemes, there was little

incentive to use herbicides. In the neighboring coastal area

it was found that the use of herbi cides could reduce the costs

of weed control in sugar cane production, but only at the cost

of large losses of employment opportunities for the farmwork-

ers. It was found that the Brazilian governmentts policy of

subsidizing the importation of capital outputs for agriculture

was having a negative effect both on production efficiency and

employment on the sugar cane plantations. The IPPC-OSU there-

fore did not recommend the introduction of herbicides in this

region (Young, 1977).

The IPPC-OSU carried on a project on El Salvador, Cen-

tral America, from 1973 to 1977, with agronomists Lupe Garcia

and Richard Chase and agricultural economist Raymundo Fonol-

lera. Central El Salvador is an intensively farmed region

with high unemployment and low wages. It was found that there

would not be sufficient economic incentive to induce small

and medium-sized farmers to use herbicides. Moreover it was
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found that the El Salvador government's policy of subsidizing

herbicides and farm machinery conflicted with its stated goals

of increasing employment and improving income distribution

(Fonollera, 1977).

A project for research and technical assistance in weed

control was founded in 1977 in the Philippine Islands, with

agronomists Herbert Fisher and Dr. Philip Motooka and agri-

cultural economist Dennis O'Brien. In central Luzon it was

found that herbicides can be used to some agronomic advantage

in corn, upland rice, lowland rice, sorghum, mungbeans and

green beans. Food corn is grown extensively as a subsistence

crop in Bukidnon province of Mindanao. With the prevailing

low yields and low corn prices, expensive inputs like herbi-

cides cannot be justified. Upland rice is a cash crop in

Cavite province of Luzon where wage rates are rel atively high

and employment opportunities plentiful. From Fisher's pre-

liminary evidence it appears that the small farmers can

double their yields based upon a new high-yielding rice vari-

ety (C-22). This can be done without changing present land

preparation or fertilization practices. There is evidence

that by using this variety the farmers could raise their net

incomes by using any of several weed control methods. Herbi-

cides(butachor) can be used to save handweeding labor. Draft

cultivation in more widely-spaced rows can replace some hand-

weeding labor without increasing cash costs. The farmer can

choose the method most suited to his own availabilities or

constraints in cash, labor and draft implements. Research is

continuing on this project.

Dennis O'Brien has conducted an empirical analysis of the

economics of weed management in rice and corn in the neighbor-

ing privince of Batangas. The analysis considered the profit-

maximizing levels of hand and mechanical weeding and ferti-

lizer under existing and alternative new technologies. Weed-

ing operations in the area are done almost exclusively by

family labor. It appears likely that some herbicide could be
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purchased within the small farmers' present budget constraints.

Herbicides have the potential to reduce crop losses that re-
suit from handweeders being kept out o1 the field by rainfall
at critical times.

A project for research and technical assistance in weed

control was established in 1976 in Costa Rica, with agrono-

mists Dr. Edward Locatelli and Myron Shenk and agricultural
economist Thomas McCarty. The project's findings from the

research in the North Atlantic zone of Costa Rica are the sub-
ject of this thesis.

C. The Costa Rican Weed Research Project

The Costa Rican project, like the IPPC-OSU's other pro-

jects since 1976, has consisted of two branches; technical

assistance ahd research. The research began in 1976 and the

North Atlantic zone of Costa Rica was chosen as the region in

which many of the important field experiments in cropping and

weed control would be conducted.

The purpose of the field trials has been to test and de-

velop cropping and weed control methods which would have some

agronomic advantages, and possibly some economic advantages,

over the methods currently being used by the small farmers.

Care has been taken to conduct the field trials in locations

where conditions arasirnilar to those found on small farms in
the region.

The research has been divided into two components: agro-

nomy and agricultural economics. However, there are several

types of work that have needed to be done in addition to the

field trials, many of which are not limited to agricultural

economics in the strict sense. These have included:

1. Statistical analysis and evaluation of the field
tn al s

2. A formal survey and some informal interviews of small

farmers, to obtain thorough descriptions of small farm crop-

ping operations, with emphasis on weed control.



3. A beginning in the process of learning some of the

important socio-economic attributes of the lives, work and

environments of the region's rural people.

4. Planning of new field experiments.

5. Evaluation of the potential value of new treatments
to the small farmers of the region.

The project's agricultural economist has participated
to a greater or lesser extent in the performance of each of
these tasks. This thesis, then, is a report of the methods
used and results found in research conducted by the agricul-
tural econoirtist in support of and in cooperation with other
workers in the Costa Rica weed research project.

D. Purpose of this Thesis

Though a variety of topics are discussed in this thesis,
the entire thesis is directed toward one central theme. The
main question the thesis attempts to answer is: What would
be the agronomic, economic and social results if certain new
herbicide treatments were available for use the small
farmers of the North Atlantic zone of Costa Rica?

In order to answer this question it is necessary to know
the capabilities of the treatments as ascertained in the field
trials, to have at least a general knowledge about the envi-
ronment in which the rural people live and work, and to have
a fairly thorough knowledge of the cropping and weed control
practices the small farmers are now using.

Finally it is necessary to combine these spheres of know-
ledge in order to make a judgernent about whether and under
what conditiorvs the new treatments might offer potential bene-
fits to the small farmers.
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E. Organization of the Thesis

The thesis was originally written in a much longer draft.

This original draft has been published by the IPPC-OSU as a

working paper in eight volumes (McCarty, 1979). The reader

may refer to this working paper, entitled Weed Control

search in the North Atlantic Zone of CostaR ica, 1977-78, for

more detailed and more expansive treatments of much of the

material found in the thesis. The volumes of the working

paper are titled as follows:

I. Questionnaires and Biographical Information

II. Field Trials

III. Costa Rica, the North Atlantic Zone and the Small
Farmers' Environment (Literature Search)

IV. Population and Sampling

V. Information from the Survey

VI. Theory

VII. Analysis

VIII. Socio-Economic Considerations

The contents of the first four volumes are summarized

briefly in this thesis. The contents of Volumes V through

VIII receive more thorough attention in the thesis. Chapters
I (Introduction), VII (Some Policy Suggestions), and VIII

(Conclusion) of the thesis contain material not found in the

working paper.

The introductory chapter of the thesis begins with a very

brief discussion of cropping and weed control for the less

privileged majority of the world's rural people. This is

followed by some comments about the advance of technology and

the task of agricultural research. A short history of the

IPPC-OSU is given, from the inception of the idea until the

beginning of the Costa Rica weed research project.

In Chapter II the reader becomes acquainted with some of

the general features of the North Ati antic zone of Costa Rica,

where the research takes place. The purposes, conduct and
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results of two years of field experiments are described very
briefly. The purposes and conduct of the 1977-78 survey of
small farmers are then described.

In Chapter III information about the small farmers is

presented, from general descriptions of the rural people's

lives to some details about weed control activities in corn.

Most of the information in this chapter comes directly from
the survey.

Before launching into the analysis of the data presented

in Chapter III, the author wishes to explain the point of view

he has taken in this research. Chapter IV is therefore de-

voted to a discussion of some of the fine points of theory

that underlie the application of analytical methods.

Detailed information about corn cropping and weed control

from the field experiments and from a random sample of 20

small farm corn parcels are subjected to numerical analysis.

This analysis is focused on the probable effects of new treat-

ments on the small farmers' incomes. The purposes, conduct

and results of this analysis are explained in Chapter V.

The analysis is continued in Chapter VI, with the focus

changing to the probable effects of the new treatments on

employment and community income. The question of social af-

fects of capital-for-labor substitution is broached.

Some suggestions concerning the policies of the IPPC-OSU

and other organizations are offered in Chapter VII. In Chap-

ter VIII some fairly concise conclusions are given. The bib-

liography used for this study follows Chapter VIII. No

appendices are included because of the availability of the

working paper.



II. THE NORTH ATLANTIC ZONE OF COSTA RICA
AND THE IPPC-OSU'S RESEARCH

A. The North Atlantic Zone of Costa RicaU

The North Atlantic zone of Costa Rica is an alluvial

plain covered in its native state with humid tropical forest-
land. Rainfall is extremely plentiful and the soil is nearly
always moist. It is warm throughout the year. Except for
the swampy coastal areas the soil is fairly good. Weeds

grow thick, fast and high in cleared fields (Nuhn and Perez,
1967).

Much of the land in the North Atlantic Zone is held or
rented by small farmers. New land is still being opened for

farming in the region. The Cariari district is being home-

steaded by small farmers.

Corn is the region's most important cash crop for small
farmers. Beans, yuca and rice are also important basic foods
crops.

Credit appears to be available to most of the small

farmers for basic foods cropping. Prices for corn are sup-

ported by the government, and purchase of the small farmers'
corn is guaranteed.

Most of the work on small farms is done with simple hand
tools. However, the spraying of herbicides in small quanti-

ties with backpack sprayer is a common practice for small
farmers. Agricultural wage rates are very high by Central

American standards and somewhat high by Costa Rican standards,

though they are very low by North American standards.
The North Atlantic zone is proximate to Turrialba, Costa

Rica, where the Centro Agronomico Tropical de Investigation y
Enseanza (CATIE) is housed. CATIE is a scientific institute

dedicated to research, education and technical assistance in

'Working paper, Volume III.
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the various disciplines associated with crop and livestock

production, especially where small farmers are concerned,

throughout Central America. IPPC-0SU'agronomists Eduardo

Locatelli and Myron Shenk are stationed at CATIE.

For these reasons the North Atlantic zone of Costa Rica

was chosen by the IPPC-OSU as the site of a series of field

experiments on weed control. The IPPC-OSU has considered it

important to conduct the field experiments in locations where

conditions are similar to those prevailing on the small farms,

even though the logistical and technical problems of doing so

are formidable.

B. Field. Experiments in Weed ControlV

A series of field experiments on weed control in corn

and beans crops was inaugurated late in November of 1976.

The study was concentrated in the soil preparation, or pre-

plant, phase of weed control , partly because this was known

to be a peak labor period for small farmers. First prelimi-

nary trials were conducted to determine the most effective

general methods of controlling the weeds. Then selectivity

trials were conducted to determine the relative agronomic

worth of specific weed control treatments shown to be accept-

able. During this process efforts were made to find the most

efficient ways of applying each type of treatment.

Four treatments emerged from the series of field experi-

ments as giving at least adequate control of weeds in corn

crops: the small farmers' mulching system; variations of

the farmers' mulching system with the addition of pre-plant

applications of a herbicide - either glyphosate or paraquat

with back-pack sprayer; and plowing and disking. None of

Vlnternational Plant Protection Center - Oregon State
University.

-"Workinq paper, VolumeII
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the technologically advanced systems gave consistently sig-

nificant yield improvement over the small farmers' mulching

system.

The mulch-plus-glyphosate treatment, unlike the other

three systems, seldom required post-plant weed control. Gly-

phosate performs well against perennial grasses, but there is

still some question whether it does as well against the ex-

tremely fast-growing annual grass, Rottboeliia exaltata.

There is some evidence that the glyphosate treatment gives a

general yield increase, and some possibility that its persis-

tence is great enough to lighten the need for weed control in

a subsequent season.

The mulch-plus-paraquat treatment did not give good con-

trol over fast-growing grasses, but performed adequately with

most weed types. Plowing and disking gave adequate weed con-

trol in most conditions, but actually gave inferior yields in

very rainy seasons.

The new treatments all save labor in weed control, and

their use incorporated into the farmers' present systems would

be in the nature of capital-for-labor substitution. The para-

quat treatment would be quite expensive by small farmers'

standards; and the plow and glyphosates treatments are ap-

proximately twice as expensive as the paraquat treatment.

One set of field experiments was conducted to test the

effects of weed control methods with varying levels of ferti-

lizer. The results were not conclusive, but it appeared that,

though fertilizer levels have a marked effect on yields, weed

control treatment yields maintained the same general relation

to one another at the different fertilizer levels.4'

VHerbert Fisher of the IPPC-OSU directed a set of field
experiments in corn in Mindanao of the Philippine Islands, in
which fertilizer levels, herbicide levels and animal tillage
practices were varied. The results were statistically sig-
nificant. With ample rainfall, the fertilizer raised yields
evenly at all levels of weed control. In draught conditions
the weed-controlling effects either of animal tillage or high
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C. Survey of Sniall Farniers-/

The IPPC-OSU had need for a survey of small farmers in

the North Atlantic zone of Costa Rica, for a9ronomic as well

as economic reasons. The agronomists needed to know exactly

how the local small farmers worked their crops and controlled

their weeds, in order to be able to compare the results of

new treatments with the results of farmers' current techni -

ques. Information was also needed about particular types of

weeds that cause problems in basic food crops.

Once the agronomic relationships were established, in-

formation would be needed about the availabilities and prices

of the resources managed by the small farmers: the avail-

abilities of labor, both family and hired, land, and capital;

the opportunity costs of family labor, the wage rates, alter-

native uses of land, the arrangements for credit and the

prices of capital goods; and the farmers' attitudes and ex-

perience with respect to managing these resources.

There was also a need for information that is socio-eco-

nomic in nature. The farmers' motives in raising basic food

crops, the availability of jobs for landless farmworkers and

the safety record of pesticides were among the important

questions with social, as well as economic, importance.

Considerable information was already available at CATIE

concerning the small farmers' environments, cropping methods,

economic situations and attitudes. Some of the information

pertained to, or was applicable to, small farmers in the North

Atlantic zone of Costa Rica. However, there was little in-

formation about weed control, and not enough information in

levels of herbicide were needed for the fertilizer to have
any influence on the yield.

-JWorking paper, Volume I(questionnaire) and Volume IV.
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detail about the farmers' activities in basic food cropping

in the North Atlantic zone to satisfy the purposes of the

IPPC-OSIJ's research.

A survey of small farmers in the North Atlantic zone of
Costa Rica was planned and conducted in 1977. Victor Salazar,
a local mechanic from Gupi1es, was chosen as the chief inter-
viewer. He participated in the writing of a thirty-page

questionnaire, and was taught the concepts behind the ques-
tions. Salazar and Thomas McCarty, an agricultural economist
for the IPPC-OSU, worked together on the interviews, McCarty

explaining to the farmers the reasons for their visits and to

some extent guiding the interviews, and Salazar asking most
of the questions and writing down the answers.

The questionnaire was pre-tested twice in the field.

The average length of an interview was about two hours. A

typical successful day's work for the interviewers involved
about four hours of driving, five hours of walking and five

hours talking with farmers, to complete two interviews. Each

of the twenty-six farmers who were contacted agreed to give an
interview.

The target population for sampling was: all those small

farmers in the North Atlantic zone, except in the outlying

coastal areas, who grew a corn, bean or rice crop in 1977.

The term 'small farmer' was not precisely defined, but re-

ferred to a modest limit in land, capital goods or financial
resources. The sampling frame'listed the farmers by name.

A random sample was drawn, stratified by district, and twenty-

one small farmers were randomly selected. Five more farmers

were interviewed either for the pretests or because their

farming methods were particularly interesting.

In 1978 Victor Salazar paid return visits to some of the

farmers, who were selected mostly on the basis of confidence

'Compiled in 1976 by Professor 1. David Johnsten, then
an agricultural economist with CATIE.
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gained in the previous interviews. Ten farmers were inter-

viewed in the 1978 return interviews. Each farmer was asked

information about his family and his farm. Hectareages of all

crops grown in 1977 were listed, along with a fairly detailed

farm map. A list of the farmer's livestock was compiled. In-

formation was given about noxious weeds, and samples of the

weeds were gathered and taken back to the agronomists for

positive identification.

Questions about a farmer's use of credit and the wages

he paid his hired workers were asked only if and when the

interviewers had gained a high degree of confidence with the

farmers. Some information was gained about the farmers' mo-

tives for growing their crops, limits to production for vari-

ous crops, employment of family members on and off the farm,

peak and slack periods for hired labor, and the particular

farm's safety record for pesticides.

Each farmer was asked to name his single most important

crop for the first season of 1977. For twenty of the twenty-

one farmers in the random sample, this was a corn crop. If

time permitted, the farmer was also asked to name his most im-

portant second season, 1977, crop, which was invariably a

corn crop.

The farmer was then asked to give detailed information

for these 'most important' parcels about each of the activi-

ties involved in preparing the land and soil for the crop,

planting, controlling weeds during the growth of the crop,

harvesting and marketing the crop. A description of each

activity was given, along with the dates during which each

job was performed. The identities of the workers were given,

and the numbers of man-days each worked on each activity.

Exact quantities of all capital goods used in each activity

were obtained - for example, the quantities of all herbicides

in a mixture, both by sprayer-load and by hectare. The farmer

was often asked to explain his reasons for managing activities

in a certain way.
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Some emphasis was placed on activities involving weed

control. Types and heights of predominant weeds were given

for each of the phases of weed control during the crop cycle.

The yield was given for each parcel and this was converted

to a standardized shelled, dried weight. The farmer also in-

dicated whether the yield had been a...good one or a poor one,

according to his expectations. Information was given con-

cerning shelling, home storage and transport to market. The

gross and net prices received for the product were ascertained.

These interviews, given in August and September of 1977,

coincided roughly with the planting time of the second season

of 1977. Such information as was gathered for the second sea-

son therefore ended with the planting phase.

Those farmers visited again in the 1978 return interviews

gave the interviewers updated information about their farms

and families, and they also completed the information for the

remaining activities of the second season of 1977. They then

gave detailed, activity-by-activity information about specific

crops for the first season of 1978.

In the 1978 return interviews more specific information

was also gained concerning expected yields, uses of credit,

wage rates and the length of workdays. There was one disap-

pointment in the survey, and that was that very little infor-

mation was gained about the living and working conditions ex-

perienced by the landless farmworkers who worked on these

farms.

In all, 40 visits were made to 26 farmers. Detailed in-

formation was given about 43 corn crops, seven bean crops and

four rice crops, covering a total of 191 hectares. Ten farm-

ers gave information for three consecutive cropping seasons.

In addition to these interviews with small farmers, the re-

searchers contacted and interviewed personnel from several

businesses and government agencies whose clientele include

the small farmers of this region.
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The 1973 national census indicated that corn was grown

on 895 of some two thousand farms in the two cantonsiithat

comprise the survey region. The harvests of corn for both

seasons averaged 4.7 hectares per farm. The population of

the region was listed as 40 thousand in 1972 and 44 thousand

in 1976. The region's approximately one thousand square kilo-

meters are two percent of Costa Rica's land area. 2.1 percent

of the country's population, including 3.6 percent of its

rural population, live in these two cantons (Direccion Gen-

eral de Estadistica y Censos, 1973 and 1977).

2frhe cantons of Pocociand Guácimo, province of Limón.
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Figure 11-la. Size and position of the survey region with
respect to the whole of Costa Rica.
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Figure 11-lb. Map of the survey region, showing district
boundarjes. The 21 'x'-es indicate the locations of the
farms in the random sample. The small squares show the
two major sites of the field experiments.

Source: Nuhn y Perez, 1967.
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III. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RURAL PEOPLE,
THE SMALL FARMS, AND CORN CROPPING

AND WEED CONTROL

A. Rural People and the Small FarmsW

The majority of small farmers now farming in the North

Atlantic zone of Costa Rica have moved to the region from

other parts of Costa Rica. As a group they are young, ener-

getic and hopeful of a better future. A large proportion of

the region's people are farmworkers who do not own any land.

The majority of this group also hail from other parts of Costa

Rica, as well as from Nicaragua. Next to the banana planta-

tions and possibly the large cattle ranches, corn, which is

cropped mostly on the small farms, is the most important

source of employment in the region for farmworkers. Many of

the region's farmworkers are migrant workers, working the

coffee and sugar cane harvests in other zones as well as

the corn harvests and soil preparations in the North Atlantic

zone. Farmworkers are seen walking long distances to and

from work.

The small farmers' houses are simple and utilitarian,

usually wooden framehouses with either dirt or wooden floors.

There is no electricity except in the towns. Most small farm-

ers live on their land; farmhouses are dispersed widely

throughout the countryside. The houses are almost universally

kept clean. The clothing is also simple and utilitarian.

Rubber boots are the universal footwear for farmworkers.

"I never had much schooling, but I get along pretty well

in Spanish" would be a typical small farmer's assessment of

his own degree of literacy. Most farmers have at least a

rudimentary understanding of scientific terms and concepts.

The majority of the farm children attend elementary school,

§JWorking paper, Volume V, Sections A through S.
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but only a minority continue to attend school once they have
reached a productive working age.

Practically all the field crops and fruits grown on small
farms, with the exception of corn and sometimes beans and
rice, are for home consumption. Poultry and eggs, and sometimes

milk and cheese, are the sources of protein. It is common to

purchase foodstuffs from neighbors. Prices at the small

rural stores are quite high for some items; for example, it
costs a farmworker about a day's wages to buy one chicken.

Researchers who have worked in other less developed

countries state that abject poverty, as is seen in the poor

regions of Asia and Africa and even in parts of Latin America,
is not seen in Costa Rica. This may be true, but in walking
four hours daily across the farmland in the North Atlantic

zone, the researchers in this project saw many unmistakable

signs of undernourishment and sickness. Several of the farm-

ers told of poverty in their own homes.

The most important farming tool in the region is the
machete. Many small farmers own backpack sprayers and hand
crank shelling machines. Most of the small farmers own no
motorized equipment. Ownership of a tractor is out of the

reach of those considered in this study to be small farmers.

Private land purchases are currently above the means of

most small farmers and landless workers. However,the govern-
ment has been allocating twenty-hectare plots for homesteading

at very low prices in the Cariari district. In the other dis-

tricts the rental of land, especially for corn cropping, is
very common.

Credit is available to small farmers at an eight percent

annual rate of interest. The maximum term for a loan is six

months for corn crops and four months for bean crops. Loans

are available at 100 percent of the assessed cost of raising

the crop. Hotver, the researchers know nothing about the pen-

alties for late payment of loans nor about the credit ratings

of individual farmers.
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In the random sample of 21 small farmers the average

household included about eight persons, two of whom did the

farmwork and one of whom worked for wages off the family farm.

The smallest household in the sample included two persons;

the largest, 16.

The average farmer in this sample had use of 19 hectares

of land in 1977. Most of the Cariari homesteaders were in the

process of paying for 20-hectare pieces. Sampled farmers in

the other districts owned between zero and 44 hectares of

land, with a mean of 11 hectares. Unowned land, mostly

rented, accounted for 31 percent of the land used by the

farmers outside the Cariari district. Almost all the rented

land was used for corn cropping.

Generally land development and use in this region has

followed a recognizable chronological pattern. First the

farmer cleans enough undergrowth for a few cattle to graze on

the wooded land. Then hé1ôgs and clears parcels for annual

crops and in time he begins to rotate annual crops, fallow

and open pastureland. He builds up plots of perennial crops

for family and local use. In time he acquires sufficient

breeding stock that he can concentrate his efforts on build-

ing up his cattle herd. Eventually most of his land will be

in pasture, and if he wants to grow large parcels of annual

crops he will rent land for that purpose.

The rate at which a farmer achieves this development de-

pends on family labor supplies and sometimes on the number of

mouths he must feed as well as on the financial resources he

can bring to bear. If the farmer does not own the land he

works, development generally is retarded. In this risky en-

vironment for annual cropping, much also depends on fortune.

The average small farmer in the random sample has 13

head of cattle on nine hectares of natural pastureland, one

horse, two pigs and 20 chickens. The pasture grasses in

this region contain very high ratios of fiber and water to

available nutri ents.
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The random sample of 21 farmers grew, in 1977, 109 hec-

tares of corn in the first season and 44 hectares of corn in
the second season. They also grew 17 hectares of beans, and

four hectares each of rice and yuca. Other annual crops in-

cluded millo, ayote and chayote. There were five hectares of

bananas and plantain on these 21 farms. Other perennial

crops were sugar cane, cacao, and a number of different fruits.

Only 17 percent of the annual cropped parcels were con-

tinuously cropped through 1977. About 47 percent of the total

land base was in pasture all or most of the year. Another

nine percent was in weedy fallow the year around. Four per-

cent of the land was still in virgin forest, and two percent

was swampy and useless for agricultural production.

Many of the farmers stated that they would like to raise

larger hectareages of corn, beans or rice, as well as an

assortment of other crops. Some of the farmers would like to
try mechanized cropping. The farmers cited many different

reasons why they could not increase their hectareages of these
crops: limitations in financing, climate,

lands labor, mar-

keting and control of pests.

Many of the farmers felt that they were limited in their

use of credit. Risk of crop loss no doubt makes the farmers

reluctant to draw large loans. Of a sub-sample of ten farm-

ers who were interviewed both in 1977 and 1978, those who

planted corn parcels of more than three or four hectares or

who had their parcels plowed used credit, while the rest used
no credit. Three of these ten used credit in the second sea-

son of 1977, and four in the first season of 1978. Only one

farmer of the random sample of 21 tilled his fields in 1977.

Only a small fraction of the land held by small farmers in

this region has ever been turned by a plow.
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B. Methods of Corn Cropping and Weed Control2!

The small farmers raise corn crops in the following

manner:

1 . Land and soi 1 pPeparation

Land clearing: For cropping in virgin land, on a

piece that has been unused for many years, land must be

cleared of trees, thickets and woody stalks. The axe and

machete are used, and often a workhorse.

Pre-plant weed cutting ('chapea'): Herbacious weeds

are cut with machete, typically to four or five inches. The

very thick weed growth in this zone makes this quite a diffi-

cult task. Along with the long machete the 'campesinos' use

a stick with a hooked end to rake the weeds out of the way at

the end of each pair of cutting strokes. The result is that

the weeds are cut to a uniform level and the cut vegetation

laid out neatly, much like hay mown by a scyther. The cut

vegetation is left in place as mulch.

Plowing and harrowing: Soil tillage is not common

on the small farms. When it is done, the farmer hires the

services of a tractor and driver. Fields are plowed with a

set of large disks and 'harrowed' with a set of smaller disks.

Herbicides: A minority of the small farmers spray

herbicide mixtures over the regrowth of the cut weeds before

seeding. Paraquat and MSMA are the most commonly used chemi-

cal s

2. Planting

Seeding: Seeding is done by making a hole in the

soil under themuich with a pointed stick ('espeque'), dropping

four to nine seeds in the hole, and covering it over. The

rows are spaced 80 to 125 centimeters apart, and hills within

rows 60 to 100 centimeters apart.

Fertilizer: A minority of small farmers apply

2.'Working paper, Volume V, Section U, Subsection 1.
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fertilizer to their corn crops. Handfuls of N-P-K or nitro-

gen are tossed on the hills.

Pesticides: Seeds are often cured by soaking them

in pesticides. Pesticides are used as needed after planting,

most commonly for nape-worms and cut-worms.

3. Post-Plant Weed 'Control

Hand-weeding: Many of the farmers continue to

clean their crops by hand, usually with machete. The farmers

determine when to weed by the relative heights of the growing
plants and weeds.

Post-plant herbicides: The majority of the small

corn farmers in this region use herbicides in addition to or

in place of hand weeding; Most of them use exceedingly light

concentrations of 2,4-D, but directed applications of paraquat
are also seen.

4. Harvest

Pre-harvest weed cutting ('guaz(pea'): Within a
month before the doubling, or accompanying the doubling, the
weeds are cut again. The strategy is to prevent the weeds

from reaching the doubled ears before picking.

Doubling: The ears are doubled, or bent over, when

they have reached their full size and the starch content be-

gins to rise, to prevent water from entering. In this way

the ears are 'field-dried'.

Picking: The corn is picked into sacks, which

weigh Ebout 70 pounds when full of ears.

5. Marketing

Shelling and transport: The farmers may shell their

corn before transporting it, depending on the market. There

are two main cash markets: commercial buyers, who transport

shelled corn in sacks to the urban centers; and the National

Council of Production ('CNP'), which transports sacks of corn,

either shelled or on the cob, to the government operated dryer
in Gucirno. The farmers usually use horses to move their pro-

duce to the roads or railroads.
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Storage and home use: Eight percent of the corn

grown on these 20 parcels was kept for home use. Most of the

farmers have storage sheds. The middles of the best ears

are commonly kept for seed. In general the good corn is used

as food and the substandard corn fed to the animals.

C. Schedule of ActivitiesiP!

The farmers' strategy in corn cropping is to take advant-

age of the seasonal cycles of weather to achieve the highest

possible yields. In most years the schedule is to plant the

corn so that it can grow during the relatively sunny months

of January through April, the 'first season'. A second corn

crop is often planted in the wetter 'second season'.

The schedule most farmers try to follow, usually without

complete success, is to seed the crop at the first of the year

and in July, doubling at four months and harvesting at five

months. Weeds usually must be cut immediately before the

seeding, and are usually controlled at two strategic times

during the growth of the crop.

0. Labor Use in Corn Cropping'-1-!

Corn cropping is very uneven in its use of labor. In a

region where corn is the major small farm crop it is quite

possible for farmers to experience peak season labor short-

ages even though underemployment of the region's rural people

prevails most of the year.

The peak periods for labor use in the region are from

November to January and in May and June, when the harvest of

one season overlaps with the soil preparation and planting

for the next. The first peak is made worse because beans are

i2tWorking paper, Volume V, Section U, Subsection 2.

-U/Working paper, Volume V, Section U, Subsection 3.
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planted in this zone, and coffee harvested in other zones,

in November and December.

E: Weed iypesi2./

Aweed is defined as a plant that is out of place. A

weed from the point of view of a farmer would be any plant

that increases the effort needed to raise a crop or that

lowers the crop yield.

There are a variety of woody plants that have to be

cleared from a corn parcel before the first planting. These

include large and small trees and woody stalks and vines,

sometimes with thorns.

Herbacious weeds can be classified as 'grasses' and

'broadleafs'. The pasture grasses Paspalum conjugatum

and Digitaria a are very common and widespread in the region.

Though the Paspalum is hard to cut, the farmers do not con-

sider the pasture grasses to be particularly noxious.

The most noxious weed for field crops in this region is

Rottboellia exaltatai an annual grass that grows tall and

thick with a phenomenally rapid growth. Panicum maximum,

a tough, tall-growing perennial grass, is also considered

noxious.

i?Jworking paper, Volume V, Section 1.

il/Agronomist Herbert Fisher of the IPPC-OSU reports that
R. exaltata is a problem wherever corn is planted in the
1Tifippines. It presents a difficult problem, because 1) cul-
tural practices (except for handweeding) favor the R. exaltat,
and monocropping twice a year allows a rapid build-up; 2)
plowing spreads the seed; 3) R. exaltata can produce seeds
in six weeks, and new germination is continuous throughout
the season; and 4) R. exaltata is shade-tolerant, and so
able to compete late in the season and produce abundant seed
for the next cropping.
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The most problematic of the broadleaf weeds in field

crops appear to be rpomoea p. and Achyranthes . Cyperus

1uzulae is a very noxious pasture weed.

F. Special Weed ProblemsLV

There exi st, in addition to difficulties with weeds norm-

ally encountered in this region, some special conditions which

make corn cropping exceptionally costly, especially in labor

use. The first of these is the need for clearing trees or

thickets from the land for a first planting. This problem oc-

curred on four of the 20 parcels. The second especially dif-

ficult weed condition occurs with the existence of a heavy

stand either of R. exaltata or P. maximum. This condition

occurred on five of the 20 parcels. Parcels with rank stands

of these grasses used approximately twice as much labor in

each of the phases of weed control as the parcels with norm-

ally difficult weed conditions. The differences in labor

use were significant at the .05 level of probability in the

pre-pl ant phase, at the .10 level in the post-plant phase,

and at the .01 level in the. pre-harvest phase of weed control.

The difference in labor use for all phases of weed control

was significant at the .05 level.

G. Quantities of Labor Used11

The following table gives information about the labor

uses (measured in six hour man-days per hectare) of the var-

ious activities involved in corn cropping. The information

is derived from the random sample of 20 first season, 1977,

corn parcels.

iJWorking paper, Volume V, Section U, Subsections 4 and 5.

11'Working paper, Volume V, Section U, Subsections 6
through 8.



TABLE 111-1. SUMMARY OF LABOR USES IN CORN CROPS,

FROM THE RANDOM SAMPLE, BY ACTIVITY hiD WEED CONDITION

Proportion Sample or11'
of sample subsample 95% Confidence Interval

Weed or subsample mean (man-days of Population Mean

Phase and Activity Conditior...' using activity per hectare) (Man-Days per Hectare)

Soil Preparation All 20.1

Chapea R .91 14.4 7.7 to 21.1

T 1.00 28.2 31!

G 1.00 25.5 15.6 to 35.4

Plow All .05 19!

Herbicide
application All .25 0.8

Planting All 7.5

Seeding All 1.00 7.0 5.5 to 8.5

Fertilizer
application All .15 0.4

Pesticide
application All .10 0.2

Post-plant Weeding All 4.7 2.1 to 7.4

Handweeding All .25 2.0

Herbicide
application All .90 2.7

Pre-harvest Weeding All 5.1 -

R & T .87 3.5 1.7 to 5.4

5 1.00 9.7 6.6 to 12.9

Harvest All 25.4

Doubling All .90 4.7 3.7 to 6.3

Picking All 1.00 20.7 14.6 to 26.8

Total Weed Control
Labor All 30.5

R & 1 25.4 26.7 to 36.5

5 45.9 26.7 to 65.2

Total Mon-Weed
Control Labor All 33.0 26.0 to 39.9

Total Labor All 63.5' 48.0 to 78.9

!JA1l indicates that the mean is given for all 20 parcels. T indicates

that the mean is given for the four parcels on which an initial clearing of

trees was necessary. G indicates that the mean is given for the five parcels

with heavy initial stands of grasses. R' indicates that the mean is of the

eleven regular parcels with neither special weed problem. See Chapter V,

Section C.

lL1Sum across all 20 parcels of per-hectare
labor-use figure for tfle

activity, divided by sample size of 20.

31"Statistical confidence interval is too wide to be useful.

i2JLabor in custom plowing not counted.

.2JExcludes labor used in marketing.
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The standard, recognized workday for agriculture in this

region, as in most of Costa Rica, is from sunrise to noon.

The respondents in the survey gave either five or six hours

as the length of their working day for most activities.

However, the farmers and family members often work longer

days, and all workers tend to work longer in rush periods.

It is the custom to provide a noon meal for ones employees.

The larger the corn parcel and the fewer the available work-

ers in the family, in general , the larger is the proportion

of work that is done by hired workers.

The following table shows the proportions in which labor

in the major activities is shared among farmer, family mem-
bers and hired workers.

TABLE 111-2. SHARES OF LABOR IN CORN CROPPING
AMONG FARtER, FAMILY AND HIRED WORKERS

PercentJof Labor Done By

Activity Farmer Family Hired Workers

Soil Preparation 32 22 46
Planting 50 13 36
Post-Plant Weeding 42 30 28
Pre-Harvest Weeding 36 39 25
Doubling 39 36 24
Picking 28 34 37

All Activities 35 28 37

The highest proportions of hired labor are used during

the peak period activities of picking, soil preparation and
planting. Farmers tend to prefer to do the seeding them-

selves, rather than delegate it to family members.

order to obtain a true model of a 'regional average',
labor uses for each category of workers were summed across
all 108.75 hectares in the sample, and those figures divided
by 108.75.
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H. Wages-J

The most common form of payment for farmworkers is the

daily salary, although payment is often given by piece-work

for pre-plant weed cutting and for picking. Wages rates rose

at a rate more than commensurate with the rate of inflation

from 1976 to 1977, but there was little evidence in the sur-

vey to suggest that they rose from 1977 to 1978.

The basic wage rate for casual crop work in 1977 and 1978

was 25 colones'per six-hour day. Some farmers paid only 20

colones per day. In peak periods the pay was usually aug-

mented to the range of 30 to 40 colones per day.

The farm wage rates appear to follow the lead of the

rates paid at the banana plantations. Coopecariari (Standard

Fruit Company) paid 37 colones per eight-hour day to fixed

workers in 1977.

I. Capital Inputs?i.J

1. Mechanization: 'Mecànizaci6n' is the term used by

Costa Ricans to denote the employment of internal combustion

engines in farm operations. Though many farmers spoke of

wanting to 'mechanize' their field crop operations, only one

small farmer of the random sample of 21 did so in 1977, rent-

ing a wheel-tractor and the services of a driver to turn his

clay soil with large and small disks, both in the first and

second seasons.

2. Fertilizer: One might assume that the majority of

small farmers in this zone, being familiar with the use of

herbicides, would certainly also be familiar with the use of

fertilizer. The information gathered in this survey does not

.?JWorking paper, Volume V, Section U, Subsection 9.

-J'0ne col6n exchanges for 12 U.S. cents.

JWorking paper, Volume V, Section U, Subsection 12.
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bear out such an assumption. Only four farmers in the random

sample of 20 used any fertilizer on their corn crops. These

four used nitrogen and N-P-K mixtures.

Only two farmers used quantities of fertilizer compar-

able to the levels recommended by agronomists. One of these

achieved a superior yield by regional standards; the other

received only an average yield.

3. Herbicides: Most of the herbicides used by farmers

in this region are among those used on banana plantations.

Use of herbicides is common among the farmers in this region,

but use of concentrations comparable to the levels usually

recommended by agronomists is not very common.

Of the random sample of 20 corn farmers, 18 used herbi-

cides in 1977. All 18 used herbicides for post-plant weed

control, and five of these also used herbicides in soil pre-

paration. Thirteen used only post-plant applications of

2,4-0 in quantities of a kilogram or less of active ingre-

dient per hectare.

Two farmers used concentrations of herbicides comparable

to those used by the IPPC-OSU agronomists in the field experi-

ments. Both of these farmers used mixtures of three or more

herbicides and both achieved good results. The most commonly

used herbicide, after 2,4-D, was paraquat, followed by MSMA,

diuran and atrazene. No glyphosate was used on these farms.

These chemicals were sold in various concentrations under

various brand names. All the farmers used some type of back-

pack sprayer, but with widely varying quantities of water.

The most protection any of these farmers used while

spraying herbicides was a kerchief over the nose and mouth.

No serious injury had ever been sustained by persons or live-

stock on any of these farms, though there were many rumors

and stories of deaths due to ingestion of chemicals. One of

the farmers had damaged a rice crop by spraying herbicide

when the rice was too close to the flowering stage.



4. Other Pesticides: One farmer in the random sample

Used a babocide for killing slugs. Another used aldrin for

killing insects. The majority of the farmers cured their

own seeds, most using aidrin, but some using kerosene or

ashes.

J. Costs of Corn ProductionJ

Those costs or expenditures already actualized or com-

mitted at the point when a farmer decides to prepare and seed

a certain number of hectares to an annual field crop can be

called 1fixed costs'. These include the acquisition and

clearing of cropland and the building of fences and small

storehouses. Acquisition of machetes, grain sacks and back-

pack sprayers, and also work animals, are fixed costs.

Beyond these tangible fixed costs, the building and main-

tenance of a home is a necessary preparation for the type of

farm life these farmers are pursuing. The building of a

credit rating and a reputation as a fair employer, things

which have taken years to accomplish, also come to fruition

in a cropping enterprise.

The cash costs expended by these 20 corn farmers included

wages and other expenditures for hired labor, the costs of

capital imputs and land rental, and interest. Non-cash costs

include the opportunity costs of family labor and the oppor-

tunity costs of using ones own animals or tools for raising or

marketing a crop.

K. Focus of the Data Gathering and Tabuiation-'

The data gathered in the survey were tabulated and ar-

-JWorking paper, Volume V, Section (letter) V.

-"Working paper, Volume V, Section W.
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ranged into the format of 'partial budgets'; that is, ac-

tivity-by-activity accounting sheets of the costs of farm

operatjons,for each annual crop parcel ('partial' budgets in

the sense that they account only for the one crop, not for

the farm family's entire set of economic activities). The

researchers have attempted to record measurements of all the

variable costs involved in raising these crops, non-cash costs

as well as cash costs.

The main focus of the gathering, tabulation and evalua-

tion of these data is to compare the benefits of the farmers'

present methods of weed control, within their present crop-

ping schemes, with the probable benefits of certain other

methods of weed control on the same parcels within the same

cropping schemes. In this specific focus, the quantities of

capital goods and labor that are expended in the various

phases of weed control, and their respective prices, wage

rates and opportunity costs, are quite important. Other fac-

tors that might be important in some of the farmers' deci-

sions - for example, the rental rates and opportunity costs

for land use - are not of crucial importance for making this

particular comparison.

At this pointthe partial budgets for the 20 randomly

selected corn parcels could be nearly completed. The quanti-

ties of labor and inputs used in each activity in each phase

of the corn cropping - soil preparation, planting, post-plant

and pre-harvest weed control, harvest and marketing - have

been recorded. The researchers arrive at the cash costs of

each of the activities by multiplying the prices of the capi-

tal goods, and the wage rates quoted by the farmers as having

been paid for the specific activities, by the respective

quantities.

Before completing the partial budgets it is necessary to

arrive at dependable estimates for the value of family labor.

These no doubt varied from farm to farm andfrom activity to

activity as did farmworkers' wages. The researchers consider
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the wage rates to be one indication of the values of family

labor, but are not confident in equating the values of family

labor to the wage rates.

During the analysis of these data, in which the costs of

capi tal inputs, wages paid for hi red labor, and the quantities

of family labor used on these parcels will be kept separate,

information will emerge that will enable the researchers to

estimate values for family labor in which they can place con-

fidence. At that point the partial budgets can be completed.

These are presented in Chapter V, Section H.

27/
L. Yields-

1. Correction of Corn Yields toStandard r4oisture Con-

tent. The usual standard of measurement for corn yields, both

by agronomists and the Costa Rican National Council of Pro-

duction, is clean, shelled corn at 14 percent moisture con-

tent. The researchers have converted the weights of field-

dried (doubled) corn, given by the farmers as either on the

cob or shelled, to this standard. Beans and rice yields are

simply listed in the field-dried weights reported by the

farmers.

2. Actual and Expected Yields. The farmers reported the

actual yields from their crops and also gave some information

about the yields they had expected when planting their crops.

For the random sample of 20 first season, 1977, corn parcels

the mean yield was 0.87 metric tons (at 14 percent humidity)

per hectare...J The farmers' concepts of 'bad years'' and

'good years' ' yields on the same parcels averaged to 0.50 and

1.40 metric tons per hectare, respectively.

.Z.TWorklng paper, Volume V, Sections Z, AA and BB

J0ne rnetric ton equals about 37 bushels. 087 metric
tons per hectareeauals about 32 bushels per hectare, or about
13 bushels to the acre.
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Seven farmers who gave information about. corn crops in

three consecutive seasons were asked directly (in the 1978

return interviews) what yield they had expected when they

planted their crops. The following table summarizes that

information.

TABLE 111-3. ACTUAL AND EXPECTED YIELDS
FORTHREE CONSECUTIVE SEASONS

FOR A SUB-SAMPLE OF SEVEN CORN FARMERS
(YIELDS IN 9ETRIC TONS PER HECTARE AT 14% M C )

0Season 1 , 77 2 , 77 1 , 78

Average hectareage 4.0 3.1 5.1
Mean actual yield 0.77 0.80 0.94
Mean expected yield 1.27 1.25

The first season of 1977 appears to have been a rela-

tively poor season. The second season of 1977 appears to

have been a fa.irly good season, as second seasons go, although

there were some losses because of excessive rain. The first

season of 1978 appears to have been a relatively good season

for corn.

The farmers suffered losses from their expected harvests

of corn, beans and rice for a variety of reasons. These rea-

sons include untimely or excessive rains and high winds; un-

expectedly low soil fertility; unexpectedly rank weed growth-

especially of R. exaltata; pests, including worms, birds,

small mammals and stray cattle (and even workers in a neigh-

boring banana plantation); shortages of workers because of

local competition, rising wage rates or sickness in the farm-

ers' own families; and miscalculations in the farmers' crop-

ping strategies.

3. Soil Types. Such a great variety of factors affect-

ed yields that there was almost no single factor of produc-

tion significantly related to yields. The one exception was
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soil type: parcels on the poorly drained Curia soil series

(Nuhn y Perez 1967), located along the bank of the Rio Turtu-

guero in the northern part of Cariari, were found to yield

lower than those on the other soil series. The following

table illustrates this fact, as well as giving a list of the

randomly selected corn farmers and their first season, 1977

yields.

M. Corn Prices'

The retail price of corn in Costa Rica is the highest in

Central America. This results in part from the government's

support of corn prices at the 'farm gate'. The prices paid

at the dryer operated by the National Council of Production in

Guacimo for a metric ton of clean, shelled corn at 14 percent

moisture content were 1512 colones for yellow corn and l4O2

for white corn in 1977,

The loss in weight from

cally about 44 percent.

for rail transport to S

more than half the corn

higher net price.

and l8O8-2-"for all corn in 1978.

field-dried corn on the cob is typi-

The farmers pay l4l per metric ton

an j05g Commercial truckers, who buy

raised in the region, offer a slightly

M

Beans, especially black table beans, are much the fav-

orite field crop of families in this region for home consump-

tion. The majority of the farmers in the sample had moved to

the North Atlantic zone from dryer regions where beans are

the leading small farms crop. But in this region heavy and

unpredictable rains make beans an extremely risky crop.

'Working paper, Volume V, Sections CC and DO.

9-'One coi6n exchanges for 12 U.S. cents. The 1978 price
was about $4.84 a bushel.



TABLE 111-4; LOCATIONS, SOIL SERIES AND YIELDS
OF 20 SMALL FARMERS FIRST SEASON,

1977 CORN PARCELS

Yield (metric
Soil tons/ha at Mean Yield Statistical Group

Farmer Location Series 14% m.c.) of Group (.05 level of prob.)

DIaz Guipiles Guapiles 0.76
Rivas Gupiles 0.98 0.89 a
Lobo Guãcimo 0.91

Ledezma Guicimo Old Vega 1.71
ZM9ga Roxana associated 1.26
Peraza Roxana with 1.49
Barquero Cariari Guápiles .0.83

1 16Porras Cariari 1.24 a

Varela Cariari 1.29
Elizondo Cariari 0.73
NCez Cariari 0.73

AcuIa La Rita Ridge Hill 0.36
Vindas La Rita associated 0.97
Borbin La Rita with 1.33 0.92 a
Meza La Rita Guápi1es 0.94

pez La Rita 1.01

Espinosa Cariari Curia asso- 0.30
0 39 bFern'ndez Cariari ciated with 0.48

Old Vega

urns Rb Jim'nez Old Vega 0.25 31/
Barrantes Cariari Ridge Hill/ 0.20

Old Vega

--J-JExc1ucied from statistical analysis: harvests lost due to circumstances not
related to soil.
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Heavy rains at blossom time or prolonged rains at harvest

time cause nearly complete loss of the crop.

For this reason beans are planted in November or De-

cember. They can be harvested after three to four months.

Loans are available for four month terms.

The most common way of planting beans is a method

called 'covered beans' ('frijol tapado'). A small patch,

usually half a hectare or less, is chosen, and paths are cut

through the weeds every few yards. The beans are then broad-

casted (strewn by hand), and fall to the base of the weeds.

Then the weeds are cut with machete to near the ground level

so that the mulch covers the seeds. The bean plants come up

through the mulch, but the mulch retards the regrowth of

weeds until the bean leaves can shade them over. The farmers

may have to hoe in spots where the weeds break through early.

Another method is used in which the weeds are cut

first and the beans are seeded in rows with an espeque (a

pointed stick for seeding), much like corn. Weeding is then

done with a hoe or machete during the growth of the crop.

This method gives a higher yield, but uses much more labor.

Beans are harvested by pulling up the entire plant,

shaking off the pods and leaving them to dry on a cloth

(manteja). The prices for beans in 1977 and 1978 were in

the range of 3900 to 4400 colones per metric ton.
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IVI THEORY

A. A Researcher's Point of View'

Most of the quantitative information which can be brought

directly to bear on the question of potential agronornic, eco-

nomic and social effects of the new treatments on small farm
corn parcels in the North t1antic zone of Costa Rica have

been described in earlier chapters. The researchers now sub-

ject that information to analysis in an attempt to bring the

various effects suggested by the information into their true
proportions, and to arrive at some quantitative results which
will lead to clear (though possibly tentative) conclusions.
Some diseüssion is presented here whose purpose is to explain
the theoretical concepts that are used in the analysis.

Some new ground has been broken in this study. The use
of simplifying assumptions that are routinely used in more
conventional studies could easily lead to erronious conclu-
sions. The researchers therefore have striven to make dis-
criminating use of theory. At times it has been necessary to
break theoretical structures into their basic components and
to regroup the components in an original manner into struc-
tures that are appropriate for solving the particular analyti-
cal problems involved in bringing information directly from
the farmers to the formation of some general conclusions.

3/B. The Production Function

The researchers hypothesize that the relationship between
expenditures in weed control and. corn yields can be expressed
as a production function. Regression analysis is used to in-

vestigate this hypothes-

--"Working paper, Volume VI, Section A.

-"Working paper, Volume VI, Section B.
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The formulation of production function involves, the post-
ultion of a distinct series of logical staternents:-' first,
that weed control is a factor in the production of corn; next,
that the, relationship between weed control and corn yields
corresponds to a mathematical function; and finally, that
the relationship between weed control and yield is approxi-
mately the same within recognizable sets of parcels.

An understanding of these postulates is essential for
understanding the hypothesis to which regression and other
routines are applied in order to discern the mathematical re-

lationships between product and factor - that is, that there'
is a definable production function. The finer the research-
er's understanding of the mathematical routine, the finer is

his ability to discern these relationships - provided he under-
stands the postulates underlying the hypothesis he is investi-
gating.

Validation of a hypothetical relationship such as a pro-

duction function should not be the sole object of the appli-
cation of a mathematical routine to a datum set. If the re-
searcher has a thorough knowledge of the meanings of the data
themselves, the workings of the mathematical routine, and the
postulates that make agronomic relationships presentable as

mathematical relationships, he can advance his knowledge
about relationships between factor and product even if the
hypothesis is not validated.

Agronomist Eduardo Locatelli pointed out, at the begin-
ning of the economists' involvement in the IPPC-OSU weed con-
trol project in Costa Rica, that it might be that the farmers
do not generally think of the relationship between weed con-
trol and yield as anything very similar to the conventional
academic idea of a production function. The researchers have

1This statement of the postulates underlying the for-
mulation of a production function originates with the author
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since found this often to be true; yet they have also found

the farmers' viewpoints on the relationships between plants

and weeds actually to be very scientific.

It can be hypothesized that weed control 's relationship

with corn takes the form of a conventional production func

tion, in which 'units of weed control ' are expended to pro-

duce 'units of yield', supposing the seeding, harvest and

other activities needed to raise a crop are done according

to a fixed plan. At some point (the 'point of diminishing

returns') the response of yield to additional increments of

weed control effort begins to lessen.

Multiplying the yields by the price of corn and the

levels of expenditure of physical inputs by their respective

prices, one arrives at paired sets of data for revenue (or

'total value product') and factor cost (or 'total factor

cost'). These data can be set out on a graph.

Such a construct facilitates, if it can be derived from

the available data, the determination of the optimum quantity

of factor use. If the object is, for example, to produce the

highest possible revenue net of factor costs, the optimum

point is that at which the diminishing additional gross re-

venue ('marginal value product') to be gained from expending

another unit of weed control no longer exceeds the cost of

that unit ('marginal factor cost').

Other considerations taken by the farmers can be included

in the theory. For example, it may be recognized that for

each level of weed control the yield is approximately but not

of this thesis.

-1Working paper, Volume VI, Section C.
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exactly known. In a poor season the yield decreases at any

level of weed control. The producer wishing to avert the risk

of a large economic loss might exercise caution in his expen-

ditures, although he knows that such caution will reduce his

profits in good seasons.

Weed control expenditure can in theory be divided into

categories of labor and capital. Different mixes of labor

and capital might be deployed to obtain similar yields. In-

formation from a series of revenue functions in which differ-

ent mixes of labor and capital are used can be summarized in

an 'iso-revenue graph' like the one below. The slope of each

iso-revenue curve represents the incremental quantity of labor

saved with each additional increment of capital. These slopes

can be compared, aiong each iso-revenue curve, with the labor-

capital price ratio, to come to an idea of the relative cost-

efficiencies of different weed control systems.

Figure IV-l. An iso-revenue graph, showing hypothetically
the relative cost-efficiencies of different
weed-control systems, at two levels of gross
revenue.
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The theorist can also consider the economic complexities

of the variable use of two or more factors, as the farmers

must do. For example, a farmer may have a choice between

very thorough weed control on a small parcel, and a large

parcel with barely adequate weed control. The relative prices

and opportunity costs of land and weed control will enter

into his decision, and there may be limits on his expenditure

of the one resource or the other.

36/
D. A Working Definition of Economics

Economics is a social science concerned with the means

by which scarce resources are used to satisfy competing ends

(Fergusen and Gould, 1975). The small farmer uses agronomic

means - managing labor, land and capital resources - to satis-

fy related but sometimes competing goals: feeding his family,

growing a good crop, paying back his loan with something left

over.

The management of these resources - labor, land and capi-

tal , as well as the growing plants themselves - is very much

the realm of agronomic crop science and other physical and

life sciences. Economics attempts to identify the personal

and social goals toward which the farmer directs his efforts,

and how he must modify his general goal of high yields to

reach these goals. Thus the allocation and management of

resources in crop production is an issue shared by the agro-

nomist and the economist, inasmuch as the farmer directs

these activities toward the attainment of goals which are in

part economic.

Agricultural economists, as well as other scientists at

least those who are pursuing personal or professional goals

of serving humanity, strive to make themselves aware of and

concerned with the problems of commonweal for the entire

-'Working paper, Volume VI, Section E.
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population. Some of the: prfniary goals are the continuing

capacity of the community to maintain and establish ways of

life that promote the happiness of families and opportunities

for individuals; and acceptable standards of living, not only

for resource owners and managers, but for all the members of

the community. These are often referred to as socio-economic

goals.

The economic (or socio-economic) goals of full employ-.

ment and equitable distribution of wealth present special

implications in most areas of Central America, where agricul-

ture must continue to provide income and opportunities, not

only to the present population, but also to those augmenting

the population through increase in family size. In areas

(such as Cariari) where immigration is taking place, agricul-

ture must continue to provide these benefits not only to the

native population but also to those arriving from other parts.

E. Modification 0f the Philosophy that the Small Farmer
is an Efficient Manager!./

A fairly recent philosophical development in crop science

and agricultural economics is the realization that, over a

period of many generations, native farming practices reach

long-run equilibria and farm families learn to allocate re-

sources with nearly perfect economic efficiency. An integral

part of the farmers' traditional store of wisdom has been the

evolution of reasonable expectations for consumption and in-

come, appropriate allowances for risk, and a knowledge of

what is good for the land and environment in the long run

(Schultz, 1964).

Researchers correctly apply this philosophy of 'poor but

efficient' in their attitudes toward their clients, the small

.1"Working paper, Volume VI, Section F.
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farmers. The farmers themselves, they recognize, are the

best judges of how to resources. They can

often benefit from the services of researchers and extension

people in the adoption, deployment and incorporation of neWly

introduced resources into their existing cropping systems.

Most of the recent immigrants to the North Atlantic zone

of Costa Rica use techniques they have brought with them and

have been modifying for use in somewhat different conditions

of soil and climate than those to which they were accustomed.

There is no clear evidence that the newcomers (though they are

well-meaning and often not as newly arrived as the research-

ers) have developed a complete understanding of the long-

range demands they are placing on the soil and environment

(International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural

Resources: Budowski, 1974). The possibility exists that it

will take time for the newly arrived farmers to learn to em-

ploy traditional resources with maximum efficiency and to

make the most appropriate allowance for risk and uncertainty.

The newcomers, believing in - or at least hoping for - the

possibility of better lives, may continue to be in the process

of adjusting their standards for family consumption and in-

come.

Researchers and extension agents in this region may take

heart in the likelihood that farmers who are consciously

learning better ways to employ even traditional resources

will be that much more responsive to the possibilities that

newly introduced resources have to offer. Many farmers may

well choose to modify the traditional store of farming know-

ledge they have brought with them from their homelands with

the ability to use technologically advanced techniques, as

well as those which are traditional in their new homes.
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F. Risk and the Small FaPmer"s Goal s'

The small farmer might be assumed to have two basic eco-

nomic goals. The first would be to maintain his way of life

as a farmer. In order to do this he must be able to provide

the basic necessities of life for his family at all times,

andhe must be able to meet his expenses year after year.

This first goal of sustenance he attains to constantly, by

means which offer a high degree of certainty that his pro-

duction never falls below the sustenance level.

The second goal , which comes into view once the first

one is being attained, is to achieve higher yields, or to

generate more income, a higher standard of living for the

family, or more leisure time. There may be risks involved

with pursuing this second goal. The farmer will usually not

allow these risks to mount to a level at which an unfortunate

turn of luck would jeopardize the attainment of his primary

goal

The term 'risk' indicates a lack of knowledge about the

outcome of future events. There is always risk, for example,

involving the weather. A farmer at planting time cannot pre-

dict what the weather pattern will be during the life of his

plants. But past observation of the weather will have given

him a fairly accurate guide as to the probabilities of occur-

ance of different kinds of weather. If the probability is at

all considerabie that he will lose a crop because of bad

weather, he will not be likely to invest all his resources on

that crop. The same is true for other areas of risk such as

prices, supply of labor, diseases and pests, personal and

family health.

When new technology is introduced, the problem of risk

management takes on some additional dimensions. Fundamentally,

-Working paper, Volume VI, Section H.
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the same sources of risk continue to be present when a farmer

adopts a new technique; for example, a chemically fertilized

crop is just as susceptible to disease and bad weather as a.

crop that is fertilized with mulch.-1

There is seldom certainty in the farmer's mind that a

new technique will work for him as well as the extension

people claim it will work. Most technical innovations in-.

crease the use of capital goods and thereby increase theneéd

for financing. Cash is usually among the most limited of a

small farmer's resources, and he usually will be reluctant

to widen his perceived margin of financial risk. New tech-

niques suggested by researchers, even though they might offer

expectations of superior net receipts in good years, may (at

least in the farmer's perception) present the threat of severe

loss in poor years.

As a final consideration, the adoption of new techno-

logy may suggest alternatives in the way of life of a farmer

and his family. Though such considerations cannot be measured

or given a money value, they may be a source of uncertainty

to the small farmer.

G. Delivery of Knowledge to the Small Farmers21

'Why are small farmers so slow to adopt improved tech-

niques?' This is a question often posed by agricultural re-

searchers in developing countries. Many reasons might be

given, some of them having to do with economic and socio-eco-

nomic considerations. But researchers sometimes overlook

another reason why there are so often great time lags between

-21Some technolQgical advances - for example, varieties
developed to produce high responses to fertilizer - can ac-
tually increase the crop's susceptibility to disease and bad
weather -

-21Working paper, Volume VI, Section G.



the recommendation of new techniques and their actual adcp-

tion on the small farms: the information may not have been

delivered effectively to the small farmers.

The existence of knowledge in the minds of researchers,

or in communications among researchers, has, in itself, no

effect on farmers' decisions. There are several channels

through which small farmers can derive information. The most

important channel is word of mouth from farmer to farmer.

For this reason agronomist Myron Shenk of the IPPC-OSU recom-

mends research and demonstration plots planted on the small

farms by the farmers themselves.

The task of extension is twofold: first to generate

confidence among the farmers in the judgement of the research-

ers, and then to deliver information to the farmers in a

form they understand. It then falls to the individual farmer

to decide whether to make the researchers' knowledge part of

his knowledge.
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V. ANALYSIS

A: Focus of the Analysis'

The principle question to which the analysis in this
chapter is directed is: What would the agronomic and eco-

nomic consequences be if small farmers were to adopt the weed

control treatments which have been tested in the IPPC-OSU's
field experiments? Since the farmers themselves ask a ques-

tion similar to this before deciding whether or not to adopt
a new treatment, the question has an important correlary:

Are the small farmers in this region likely to adopt the new

treatments?

The material to be used in the analysis, most of which
has been presented or described in earlier chapters, includes
the following:

1. The results of two years of field experiments in

weed control in the North Atlantic zone of Costa Rica as pre-
sented in Chapter II, Section B.

2. Information gathered by other scientists about, or
applicable to, the problems of cropping and weed control in

this region, as presented in Chapter II, Section A, and in
Chapter III.

3. The information gathered in the survey of small

farmers by IPPC-OSU researchers in 1977 and 1978, as presented

in Chapter II, Section C, and in Chapter III.

Information from the random sample of 20 first season,

1977, corn parcels forms the principle base for formal analy-
sis. Information from other farmers and other parcels contri-

butes greatly to the researchers' knowledge of the problems

at hand, but does not play a direct part in the analysis.

The depth of the material gained in the survey allows the

researchers, on the one hand, to discern characteristics

1Working paper, Volume VII, Sections A through C.
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common among all the farmers in their cropping and weed control

methods. On the other hand, it has given the researchers

some appreciation of the individual nature of each farner's

own peculiar problems, abilities, resources and objectives.

The researchers attempt to maintain this appreciation for the

individual farmer throughout the analysis.

Partial budgets are used as the method of accounting, or

arranging the data, in this study. A partial budget is a

list of expenditures of labor and of capital inputs expressed

as costs, for a single cropping enterprise, along with the

revenue rendered from the crop. The expenditures are listed

activity by activity and the list of costs is made as complete

as possible. Tabulation of data into the partial budget for-

mat allows the researcher flexibility to group and arrange

the data in different ways, in order to analyze the data in

various ways. When the ana;ysis shows that certain parcels

have common characteristics, the parcels themselves can be

grouped accordingly.

At this point the completion of the partial budgets

awaits the final estimates of the value of family labor. The

completed partial budgets are presented in Table V-4, in

section H of this chapter.

B. Regression Analysis: Purposes"

The purposes for using regression techniques to further

the analysis of these data are twofold. The first purpose is

to investigate the degree to which the data conform mathema-

tically to the conventional concept of production functions.

If the relationships between weed control efforts and yields

on these corn parcels can be stated mathematically as produc-

tion functions, estimates can be made with specified degrees

-'Working paper, Volume VII, Section D, Subsection 1;
also Volume VI, Section D (explanation of 'least squares'
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of confidence as to the marginal products of yields to cer-

tain categories of weed control effort. If the regression is

successful - that is, if production functions can be estimated

with high levels of confidence - the production functions

stipulated by the regression can t}en be used as models for

further discussion of the relationships between weed control

and corn yields.

The second and broader purpose for using regression tech-

niques is that, in arranging and rearranging the data and in

formulating and reformulating specifications of the regres-

sion model according to agronomic and economic theory, one

becomes very familiar with the characteristics of the data in

relation to scientific concepts. Such discoveries made during

the process of applying regression techniques can be used to

move the analysis of this detailed data base forward, regard-

less of whether the regression is successful in the restricted

sense.

C. The Gross Revenue Function'

It is hypothesized that the relationships between effort

in weed control and crop yields conform roughly to the rela-

tionships expected in a production function. The efforts in

weed control are expressed either as cash factor costs per

hectare, or, in the case of family labor, as man-days of

labor per hectare, which can readily be multiplied by a hypo-

thesized opportunity wage rate. Thus the factors are stated,

or can conveniently be stated, in colones per hectare.

It is convenient to state the product in the same units.

The product therefore is stated as revenue (or value product),

rather than yield. The basic hypothesis about which the

fit.ting).

1Working paper, Volume VII, Section D, Subsections 2
through 4. . .
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model is specified is that expenditures in weed control affect

gross revenue positively.

Twenty cases are used in the regression, the twenty ran-

domly sampled first season, 1977, corn parcels. The reader

will remember that two special weed problems existed that

made weed control significantly more costly (as described in

Chapter III, Section F). Accordingly, three separate produc-

tion relationships are proposed in the model:

T: the four parcels with an initial strand of trees.

G: the five parcels with an initial stand of rank

grasses.

R: the 11 parcels with nei ther of these special prob-

1 ems.

For each weed condition gross revenue from the corn crop

is defined as a function of non-cash and cash production costs.

The variables are defined on thé.following page.

The model takes the form

R = B0 + B1T + B2(G x TWC) + B3FWC + B4CWC + E,

E being the portion of variability in the gross revenue not

explained by the specified explanatory variables.

Common to all three weed conditions is the expression Of

revenue as a linear function of family labor in weed control

(FWC) and cash expenditure in weed control (CWC). Since fam-

ily labor (FWC)is expressed in man-days per hectare rather

than colones per hectare, its coeffi ci ent B3 takes on the

units 'colones of revenue per man-day'. To put this factor

on a par with the other coefficients for graphing and calcu-

lating cost ratios, B3 is divided by W, which represents the

opportunity wage rate (or opportunity cost of family labor),

and whose units are tcolones of (non-cash) expenditure per

man-day'. Hence the units of B3/W, like B4 and B2 are

'colones of revenue per colon of expenditure'.
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TABLE V-i. DEFtNITIONS &F THE VARIABLES USED IN
THE gEPEssroN ANAtYSIS

Expected
Variable Definition Units Coefficient .... esuit

R Gross revenue i/ha
from corn crop

'Constant1 Revenue without /ha B0
weed control

I Initial stand unitless B1 B1<O
of trees (0
or 1)

G Initial stand unitless
of rank grasses
(0 or 1)

TWC Total expendi- /ha
tures in weed
Co n t r a 1 £..i

G x TWC (0 or TWC) i/ha B2 B2'0

FWC Family labor man-days! 83 B?0
in weed control ha

CWC Cash expendi- i/ha B B40
ture in weed
control

this category the opportunity wage for family
labor is assigned the same value as the cash wage rate for
the particular parcel and phase of weed control.
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In the graph below B0 represents the gross revenue from

a 'normal ' parcel with no weed control, and the slope B3/W +

B4 represents the main positive effect of weed control on

corn revenue. The extra expenditure needed at the beginning

of the season on the four '1' parcels is represented by P,

and

p B3/W + B4

For the five 'G' parcels extra expenditure in weed con-

trol is necessary throughout the season. The relationship

between expenditures on these parcels and those on 'normal'

or 'R' parcels is represented by the ratio

p + g
which equals B3/W + B4

p B3/W + B4 + B2'

B2 being a negative number.

These hypothesized relationships are shown schematically

on the following diagram;

Figure V-i. Schematic Diagram of the Hypothesized
Relationships in the Regression Model

of

perc.l (R)

rai
raS5 ()

vL13 ., -rg5 (1-)
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Tests of th Hypothesis-1

The regression model was constructed along lines sug-

gested by elementary agronomic and economic theory. The

theoreti cal rel ationshi PS among the van ables can be stated
as hypotheses.

TABLE V-2. TESTS OF HYPOTHESES
IN THE REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Test in Hypothesis Confidence
Hypothesi.s Symbols . Validated?. Level

Overall effect of weed l6b. + 4(b+b1)
. Yes

control on revenue is
positive

Effect o-f trees on ex- b1< 0 Yes 12%
penditure is positive

Effect of rank grass on b2 < 0 Yes
expenditure is positive

Family labor in weed b > 0 Yes
control affects revenue
posi ti vely

The average value pro- b3> 20 No
duct of family labor is
greater than 2O per
man -day

Cash expenditure in weed b4> 0 Yes
control effects revenue
positively

The average value product b4> 1 No
of cash expenditure in
weed control is greater
than the factor price

-1Working paper, Volume VII, Section 0, Subsection 5.

-'The probability of such a 'validation' occuring due
to random chance exceeds 20 percent.
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The hypotheses summarized above were tested with 't'

statistics. None of these tests yielded significant results.

The coefficient of determination (R squared) was .46, indi-

cating that less than 50 percent of the variation in gross

revenue was explained by variation in weed types and weed

control expenditures as described in the regression model.

47/
E. Evaluation of the Regression

The regression can be evaluated according to how well it

has served its purposes. The first of these was to test a

series of hypotheses and to estimate the parameters of a pro-

duction function; that is, to express the researchers' ex-

pectations about the relationships between weed control and

corn yields in the study region in some general mathematical

statements.

This goal was not accomplished. These data, at least

with such a small sample size, do not lend themselves well

to regression analysis. Regression analysis works best in

identifying production functions when several points can be

located on the same production function, as in 'situation A'

on the following page. It can work fairly well in situations

like 'situation B', in which there is more than one produc-

tion function, but each of these can be distinctly identified.

The regression model treated these data as though this were

the situation that existed.

There are other situations, like 'C', in which there may

be various production functions that are not fully identified.

This was the situation that actually existed among these par-

cel s. Data in which this type of situation predomi nates do

not lend themselves well to regression analysis.

Some knotty problems of measurement occured in the

iUworkimq.paper, Volume VII, Section D, Subsections 6
and 7.
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collection, tabulation and analysis of data concerning weed
control expenditure. Conceptually there were two kinds of
measurement problems. The first is the problem of inaccuracy.

Inaccuracies an originate with the farmer's memory, the com-

munication between farmer and researcher, or with the research-

er at any stage between the first jotting down of information

and its final tabulation. To the extent that data are inac-

curate, they do not represent what they purport to represent.

Figure V-2. Situations Encountered in Attempting to
Identify Production Functions

Corn

/__

/
/
V

//
Situation A Situation B
One production More than one pro-
function duction function,

each distinctly
identified.

1'

Situation C
More than one pro-
duction function,
some not distinctly
identified.

There were other measurement problems of varying types

that have to do with capturing on paper the imnortant variables

and the roles they really played on the corn parcels. The

researchers had difficulty with the differing emphasis indivi-

dual farmers placed on different phases of weed control , dif-

ferences among farmers in expertise and ability, and the

varying actual values of family labor.

Ana1ysis is a deductive process by which conclusions are

drawn from premises. Inaccuracies make the premises incor-

rect. Other types of measurement problems leave gaps or con-

fusion in the premises. Either type of problem in a datum set

in regression analysis gives the data the appearance of being

more random than the researcher might have expected.



Risk of yield loss is known to have been an important

factor on these farms, as the differences between actual

yields and expected yields clearly showed. It is conceivable

that with farm data on this region risk - that is, random

factors out of the farmers' control - does contribute more to

variation in corn yields than is contributed by actual varia-

tions in weed control expenditures.

Poor soil drainage was statistically an important source

of yield variation, but this was not discovered until after

the regression runs. If regression were to be used again on

these data, it would be advisable to introduce a 'dummy' vari-

able to represent poor drainage, and also to try using the

best measure of the farmers' expected revenues as the response
variable.

The regression analysis and related techniques gave the
researchers some distinct impressions about tendencies in the
data which could be related back to the farmers and their
ways of making decisions. First, it appeared that the farm-

ers, rather than regarding weed control as a factor of produc-
tion in a conventional sense, regard weed control as a means
to eliminate for the most part one of the conditions that

prevent the corn from producing the best yield it can poten-
tially produce. Secondly, the most important division between
types of expenditures, from an analytical point of view, and

probably also from the farmers' own points of view, is the

division between cash and non-cash expenditures. Thirdly,

the value of family labor is variable and often lower than
the wage rates. Family labor supplies are flexible and re-

sponsive to specific needs and opportunities.
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F. The Value of Family Labor-'

The expenditure of the labor of the farmers and their

families do not involve the transfer of cash, and therefore

its value cannot be measured directly. Family members share

with th farmer the prospects of good or poor yields, and thus

full or scant repayment for their work.

A definition that is commonly used for the opportunity

wage, or the opportunity cost of family labor, is 'the income

the worker could earn in his best alternative employment'.

For most family farm workers the immediate best alternative

employment would be in local agricultural work. Farmers in

this region pay daily wages varying roughly from 20 to 35

colones for a five or six hour day (1977-78). The basic

wage rate for permanent workers in the banana plantations

is about 37 colones for an eight hour day.

The regression coefficient for the value of family labor

is an estimate of the quantity of gross revenue added by the

average man-day of family labor in weed control , given the

actual levels of cash expenditure in weed control. The es-

timate was very sensitive to the exact form of the regression

model. The point estimate was 2.5 colones per man-day. The

upper 95 percent confidence limit was just over 20 colories

per man-day.

The researchers, not having confidence in these esti-

mates, made use of the flexibility of the partial budget for-

mat, the depth of the datum base, and the familiarity with

the data gained in the regression analysis, to construct a

third method of estimating the value of family labor. This

was to equate it with the actual and expected rates of return

to family labor.

Since family labor is the only important non-cash cost

in the partial budgets, 'return to family labor' can be

-'Working paper, Volume VII, Section E.



defined as gross revenue from the crop minus the cash costs

of all the cropping and weed control activities. All these

quantitites are stated on a per-hectare basis. The rate of

return to family labor is then

Gross actual revenue cash costs(tha)
Family labor(man-days/ha)

The actual cash return to family labor is the family's

actual cash income from the corn crop. But the family has an

expected income in mind when the work is being planned and

begun. Therefore the rate of expected return to family labor

should be considered. It can be defined as

Gross expected revenue - cash costs(h
Family labor(man-days/ha)

The following table lists gross revenue, actual and expected;

cash costs of production; family labor; cash income, actual

and expected (gross revenue minus cash costs); and rate of

cash return to family labor, actual and expected (cash income

divided by family labor).

The sample of 20 farmers is divided into four groups,

based on the magnitudes (per hectare) of cash and non-cash ex-

penditures. These divisions are made in order to show some

characteristics that are common to groups within the sample.

Group I: If a 'typical ' corn cropping and weed control

system is to be found among this sample, it must be from the

first group of 12 farmers. Each of these farmers is attempt-

ing to raise a good corn crop for its surplus over cash costs,

using an ample amount of family labor as the main resource.

This group, who use high quantities of non-cash labor and low

quantities of cash inputs, are reasonably secure in the like-

lihood that they will achieve positive net cash incomes. The

cash income for this group has a mean of 872/ha with a stan-

dard deviation of 507/ha. The 'student's t' statistic, with



TABLE V-3. ACTUAL AND EXPECTED RATES OF CASU RETURM TO FAMILY LABOR
FOR 20 RANDOMLY SELECTED CORN FARME1S

49/ 49/ Rate of CashGross Revenue Cash' Family Cash Income Return to Family(i/ha) Costs Labor (i/ha) Labor (i/man-day)Group Farmer Actual Expected (i/ha) (man-days/ha) Actual Expected Actual Expected

Vindas 1357 2714 459 52.6 898 2255 17 43Borbón 1865 2537 441 54.4 1424 2096 26 39Meza 1323 2035 263 44.0 1060 1772 24 40Zuñiga 1902 2299 812 54.8 1090 1487 20 27Peraza 2169 3470 401 34.9 1768 3069 51 88D(az 1066 1599 308 65.0 758 1291 12 20Rivas 1379 1725 1021 24.1 358 704 15 29Barquero 1166 1166 180 o .- 31.5 986 986 31 31Varela 1808 2950 740 ' 38.6 1068 2210 28 57Barrantes 307 1686 468 54.5 -161 1218 -3 22Elizondo 1075 2688 709 29.5 366 1979 12 67Niiez 1018 1438 174 71.1 844 1264 12 18

Group Means 1370 2192 498 46.3 872 1694 19 37

II Espinosa 424 2377 185 15.7 239 2192 15 140

III Fernandez 679 1697 1228 57.0 -549 469 -10 +8AcuIa 549 2196 2465 .c . 50.7 -1916 -269 -38 -5Lobo 1383 1839 1175 . .2 130.0 208 664 2 5

Group Means 870 1911 1623 79.2 -891 288 neg. 4

IV Porras 1739 2773 1805 16.8 -66 968 -4 58Tims 384 1152 1093 0 -709 59 neg. pos.L6pez 1413 1879 2080 6.8 -667 -201 -98 -30.Ledezma 2499 2499 2636 - 0 15.3 -137 -137 -9 -9__j

Group Means 1509 2076 1904 9.7 -395 172 neg. 18

Sample Means 1275 2136 932 42.4 343 1204 8 28

'Expenditures for all cropping and weed control activities on each parcel.
Here, cash costs below 1050 colones per hectare are considered 'low'; use of less
than 20 man-days per hectare is considered 'low'.



11 degrees of freedom, can be calculated as

t 872
507 = 1.72

This corresponds to a probability of .06 in a (one-tail)

t - distribution. Hence it can be estimated that a farmer

who might be randomly selected from the population at large,

who managed his corn parcel in accordance with the way this

group from the sample was defined, could be expected to have

achieved a positive net cash income in a season like the first

season of 1977, with a probability of 94 percent.

Among this group the rates of cash return conform for

the most part to certain tendencies. First 0f all they are

all positive, with the single exception of Sr. Barrantes'

actual return, which was negative due to a nocturnal invasion

of his parcel by a beef herd. The rates of return on Sr.

Peraza's bottomland parcel were very high due to superior
yields. Other exceptionally high expected rates of return to

family labor were also due to higher than ordinary expecta-

tions for yields.

The rates of actual cash return to family labor achieved

on these parcels average to 19 colones per man-day, and the

expected rates average to 37 colones per man-day. This com-

pares with cash wage rates of 20 to 35 colones per hectare.

20 colones per man-day would be a fair conservative estimate

of the over-all value of family labor for this group in this

season.

Group II: Sr. Espinosa discovered only after he had

begun work on his parcel that the drainage was too poor to

be likely to support a good crop. He initially had expected

to devote much more than 15.7 man-days per hectare of family

labor to the crop. Since his cash expenditure was very low,

he avoided a cash loss, even though his harvest was very poor.

His initial strategy was the same as that of the farmers in

Group I; the value of his family labor can be estimated at

20 colones per man-day.
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Group III: Each of these three farmers had to combat
some kind of exceptional weed problem, and enlisted large
quantities of contracted labor, as well as family labor, to
do so. Sr. Fernndez and his hired man cleared away a very
dense thicket before a first planting. Sr. Acuffa expended

much more than he had initially planned of both non-cash and
cash labor to combat an infestation of R. exältata whose
noxicity he had underestimated.

Sr. Lobo's parcel was the site of a four meter stand of
R. exaltata. He emphasized thorough control of this rank

grass throughout the season, using moderately high amounts of
hired labor and chemicals and an extremely high quantity of
family labor, and managed to eke out a small cash margin.
Sr. Lobo was the only one of the seven farmers whose cash ex-

penditures exceeded l05tJ/ha who did realize a positive cash
income.

The households of Srs. Acua and Lobo afforded them ample
supplies of family labor. Sr. Fern.ndez was employing a man
on fixed salary for 20/day. It seems reasonable again to
estimate the values of family labor for this group as 20
colones per man-day.

Group IV: The last group of four farmers expended large
quantities of cash resources but small quantities of family
labor on their crops. All four were constrained in their sup-

plies of family labor. Sr. Porras, an elderly man, had sons
living at home, but they all had steady jobs for the banana

company, which paid about 37/day. Sr. Tims did not actually
work on his own farm. He rented a parcel of land and con-

tracted workers to raise a corn crop. But it turned out that
too few workers were available locally at some critical times,
even though he paid 35 colones a day. His cash labor expenses

were therefore somewhat lower than he had expected, but the
better part of his expected yield was lost.

The last two farmers managed systems that were capital-

intensive by regional small farm standards. Sr. Lopez hired
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plowing for th.e first time in this season, and Sr. Ledezma

made very intensive use of herbicides to combat a heavy stand

of P. maximum. Judging from their stated expected revenues,

neither expected to turn a cash profit in this season.

Thefour parcels in this group were all fairly large, and

the family labor supplies limited to the farmers themselves.

Srs. Tims and L6pez had other occupations in which they earned

more than the local agricultural rate. The estimates of the

values of these farmers' family labor should be higher than

for the other groups, and it seems reasonable to place the

estimate near the upper end of the wage scale, at 35 colones

per man-day.

G. Opportunity Wage Rates and Rues of Cash Return
to Family Labor-

The returns to family labor (net of cash costs) can be

considered the family's net pay for work in an enterprise on

the family farm. If maximization of current income is the

family's goal, the family members pursue oriiy those family

farm enterprises whose rates of return are above the wage

rates of outside jobs available to them. But in reality most

small farm families' decisions are influenced strongly by de-

sires to maintain and develop their farms as a basis for hopes

for prosperity for the future, keeping the family together,

and being able to make their own decisions. Considering

these extra incentives, it should not be surprising that the

rates of return to family labor would in many cases be below

the local wage rates.

On the other hand it must be among the farmers' eventual

goals that rates of return for work on their farms do rise

above the wage rates. Moreover, to a certain extent the rates

of return to labor in an enterprise like corn cropping limit

--"Working paper, Volume VII, Section E.
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the wage rates farmers are willing to pay hired workers,

though wage rates can rise above the average rate of return

during periods when farmwork urgently needs doing. The op-

portunity wage rates and th,e rates of cash return to family

labor are therefore related. The researchers have thought it

logical to use both in these estimations of the values of

family labor.

The following graph, or scattergram, depicts the cropping

and weed control expenditures (per hectare) on each of the 20

parcels. The expenditures are divided into two categories:

family labor, and cash expenditure. The purpose of the graph

is to give the reader a visual idea of the relationships be-

tween the types of expenditures from parcel to parcel, to

illustrate the meaning of the valuations of family labor made

in the preceding section, and to give a rough picture of the

path of substitution of cash for non-cash expenditures the

farmers might follow if these valuations of family labor are

correct.

H. The Completed Partial 8udgets.11

At this point, since the values of family labor have

been estimated, the partial budgets can be completed. Sum-

maries of the partial budgets for the 20 randomly selected

corn parcels are listed in the table on page 67, with empha-

sis given to the weed control activities.

I. Incorporation of the New Treatments
into the Farmers' Present Systems7

The reader can review the following information in order

UWorking paper, Volume VII, Section F.

?"Working paper, Volume VII, Section G, Subsections 1
through 7.



Figure V-3a. Present Expenditures in Cropping and Weed Control
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lADLE 0-4. PARTIAL BUDGETS FOR Tilt RANDOM SAMPLE OF O CORN PARCELS

Weed Control Eopenditores(Colones per Ilectare)
J

Cropping and
1T Preparation TóiT6TaetanTrehArvest Total lCroppiogand

Weed deed Control Weed Controland Chapea Plow Herbicide Ap lication Handneediva Herbicide Aopjj9j3 Control IE.2.p.0j3ditores En enditures
. tiSlT Labor La bar La bor Tabor ITTo nor FamiTo Ctal TJTfy jjl 41161L &tpJW JtC63h

I jjjfl jqe PAo1iy Lso Liioijy j4ge
Eo.oii] i2&cAsb

Ojndos 20 300 -_ -- -- _ -- -- 90 18 166 -- 556 -- 18 496 101 313 2613 1052 161 30 298orb6n 20 150 -- -- -- -- -- - 36 -- 11 76 -- 262 -- 11 826 338 30 92 1088 338 30 103eza 20 120 72 -- -- -- -- -- -- 40 -- 20 120 -- 280 72 20 600 -- 30 171 880 72 30 1916sga 20 434 390 -- _ -- -- -- 20 8 54 508 390 8 588 292 27 122 1096 6R2 27 130Peraza 20 226 119 -- 16 -- 9 -- -- 16 9 120 -- 378 119 18 320 104 30 160 698 223 30 178
ioz 20 460 -- -- -- -- -- -- -. 80 -- 10 110 -- 670 -- 10 630 78 30 220 1300 78 30 230IlIvas 20 ISO 234 -- -- -- -- -- 76 -- S 38 144 264 378 5 218 560 37 69 492 947 37 74arqxero 20 ISO _ -- -- -- -- 40 -- 40 -- 10 40 -- 270 -- 10 360 66 33 104 630 66 33 114arela 20 160 319 -- -- -- -- 106 -- 106 -- 372 319 -- 400 374 15 47 772 693 15 47arrante 20 300 460 -- -- -- -- 300 -- 50 -- 550 468 -- 440 -- 22 -- 1090 468 22 --

E1zondo 20 76 166 -- -- -- -- -- -- 36 -- 26 32 -- 144 166 26 446 464 30 53 590 630 30 791lez 20 328 -- -- 20 -- 26 - -- 20 -- 10 40 -- 408 -- 36 1014 38 26 100 1422 38 26 136spinosa 20 118 -- -- -- __ -_ -- -- 12 -- 4 20 27 190 27 1* 124 104 22 SO 314 333 22 54ernndez 20 600 624 -- -- -- -- -- -- 30 -- 6 100 104 730 728 6 410 458 45 36 1140 1186 45 42cuda 20 300 702 -- -- -- -- -- 80 208 25 112 216 492 1126 25 522 1134 45 180 1014 2260 45 205
obo 20 600 250 -- 192 -- 263 -- -- 160 -- 357 300 -- 1252 210 440 1348 -- 26 485 2600 250 26 925orras 35 -- 365 -- -- -- -- 70 21 -- 21 20 -- 42 70 449 10 518 2165 27 181 588 1614 27 191ins 35 -- 212 -- -- 27 99 -- -- 76 1 -- 36 -- 351 100 -- 359 22 283 -- 710 22 303L6pnz 35 -- -- 468 32 -- -- -- -- 95 136 -- -- 32 AS 604 206 1125 31 256 238 1220 31 860edxma 35 -- 281 -- 53 47 711 -- -- 53 40 225 -- -- 106 368 936 430 562 35 770 536 930 35 1706

-3'These are summations of enpeeditores in other actiolties: seeding, fertilizer application, pesticide application, doubling, picking and marketing. Ran-cash capitalexpenditures are ualaesaf own seed andase at own aninals or sheller.

-1



to understand the calculations that are to be made in the

next few sections:

Wage rates

Labor needed to apply the new
treatments (spraying time):

Capital costs of the new
treatments: paraquat

glyphos ate

[t

20 to 35 colones per man-
day

up to 3.0 man-days per
hectare

250 colones per hectare
500 colones per hectare

The glyphosate treatment is to be recommended (on agronomic

grounds) for use on parcels with heavy initial stands of R.

exaltata or P. maximum. The paraquàt treatment is sufficient

for other conditions.

Incorporation of the new treatments into the farmers

present systems, in the nature of capital-for-labor substi-

tution, would be assumed to effect the following changes in

weed control labor:

Pre-plant Cha'ea Weeds could be cut at 8 to 12
inches; thus about ¼ of the
labor used in cutting herbacious
weeds would be saved for those
who currently cut their weeds
to 5 inches or lower.

Herbicide Total labor in applying herbi-
application cides would be 3.0 man-days per

hectare.

Post-plant No weed control labor would be
needed in the post-plant phase.

Pre-harvest One-half the labor in the
guazpea would be saved.

The manner in which weed control problems might be

solved and labor saved with the new treatments depends, for

each parcel, on the present weed conditions, the height to
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which weeds are now cut in the pre-plant phase (ch'pea), and

the farmer's own constraints as to land, labor, capital and

experience. The new treatment to be recommended depends on

the initial weed conditions. Whether labor can be saved in

the chpea depends on the height to which herbaceous weeds

are currently cut, and on whether trees have to be cleared

from the parcel. The possible expansion of hectareage for

the parcel depends on whether labor can be saved in the labor-

intensive pre-plant phase, and also on the constraints felt

by the farmer. These results are set forth in Table V-5a.

The second table in this set, Table V-5b, then shows the

calculations that have been made to show the immediate econo-

mic effects of the incorporation of the new treatments into

the farmers' present systems. These calculations draw upon

the partial budgets and the other observations and assumptions

listed in this section.

The left-hand side of the table shows the changes in

costs that would occur as a result of the substitutions of

the new treatments for parts of the farmers' present systems,

by type of expenditure and by activity. The columns headed

'change in revenue' indicate the monetary effects of possible

yield increases. The final pair of columns give the final

changes in income, per hectare for each parcel, following the

assumption that the changes in revenue were achieved.

The substitution effects, or changes in costs of weed

control due to the use of the new treatments, can be seen

in Table V-Sb, und&r. the. heading 'changes-in costs'. These

costs are divided into categories, the most important of

which are 'family labor' and 'cash costs'.

This same information can now be presented in graphical

form, using the same format as in the scattergram in Figure

V-3a. The 'blunt' end of the arrow, or vector, for each par-

cel coincides with the point given in the former scattergram,

The 'sharp' end of the vector shows the parcel's new posi-

tion - that is, the new combination of expenditures of family



Tl*RLE V-Ga. SU8STIT&JTIONS Of
CONDITIONS UNDER

THE NEW TREATMENTS (P110 lIE FARMERS' PRESENT
WHICH THE SUBSTITUTIONS WOULD NE MADE

SYSTEMS:

New Treat- With new treatments
Weed conditions nest to be Constraints Chapea Part of Possible expansion

farmer (as repnrted by the farmers) Recommended (an seem by the farmers) Trees q(lriches.) chapea saVed of hectareage

Vindas initially HEAVE: V. exol- Glyphoswte Land for annual crops 4 ¼

tate and thorns
Rarbcn MODERATE: thorns Paraquat Cash for anneal crops 5 ¼

Meza MODERATE; broadieafs Paraqoat Land for corn and pasture N

Zuniga Same large TREES; 110111; Paroquat Land for corn and pasture 0 5

b ro ad lea f s

Peraza HEAVY: R.eoaitata, Glyphosate Cash for workers in an- 4 ¼

broadleafs noal crops

Diaz Initiply HEAVY: P. nioxi- Glyphasate
nun_', broadleafs

Rices MODERATE: NroadIeafs Paraqeat
Barqaero MODERATE: Broadleafl and Paraqaat

same woody stalks--_I
Varela MODERATE: Braadlmafs Paraquat

Barrantes MODERATE: Grasses and Paraquat
brsadlmofs

Elizanda Some TREES; MODERATE:
Grasses and broadimafs

Ntnez MODERATE: Grasses end
broadleafs

Espinasa 106111; Rroadleafs
Fernandez Dense thicket oE TREES;

MODERATE: braadieafs
Acullo HEAVY: V. exaltata and

broadleafs
Isbn HEAVY; B. eaoltata
Porras PIOtERATE: Grasses and

broodieafs
Tins Some small TREES, LIGHT:

Grosses and broadleafs
l6pez 116111: Grasses and broad-

1 a of s/
Ledezm Initially HEAVY: P. naol-

non and broadleofs

Wtiay be P. fascicalatom.

emergence mY N. exaltat.

Paraqoat

Paraqoat

Pa rag oat

Paraquat

Glyphos ate

Glyphos ate
Paraqaat

Paraquat

Pa r,aq oat

Glyphas ate

Land for corn and cash for
workers

Cash for workers in corn
kMi. for corn and pasture

farmer's own time for corn
and tattle

Land: good soil; Experi-
ence with herbicides

Labor-cash far Hood workers

Land: good soil

Land: goad soil
Land cleared for cropping XX

Experience with herbicides

LAQ.) Rood sail

Labor: local shortage

Land føt corn and paxtare

Cask for corn

10

12

4 ¼

4 ¼ 0

4 ¼

6

4 ¼

4 ¼

8

4 ¼

4 ¼

4 ¼

6

none

8

'I
cD



TAIIIE V-Nh. SURSTITUTIONS OF THE NEW TREATMENTS INTO THE FARMERS PRESENT SYSTEMS:
(5LIANT5TIES (COLONES PER HECTARE) THAT WOULD BE ADITED AND SAVED

WAGE LABOR CHANGES IN COSTS CHANGES IN CHANGES IN

farmers

CAPITAL
COSTS

Sofl Preparation
Post-plant Pre-hvst.

Cap- Wage P1iT. Cash 611
ital labor laba cost costs

REVENUE INCOME--
Cash All

Soil PreVaratlon
hapv (C& anjJc

Pos IT 1. Pre-hrst.
V

6!
IIfiE3

asplic.
Guaz- dand-

weedg.
IcW
applic.

Guazd-
pea

Recovery
of
losses

Gen. 10%
yIeld
increase

ja Hbcd. ,apjTTc
47dd Saved Saved Added Saved Saved 1avd

.2.!
Sav aved AI2 saoa Saved SITU saved

Vindas +500 -18 --- -15 +60 -90 -83 +482 --- -188 +482 +294 128 -354 -166
Rorb6n +250 -11 +34 -38 +38 -36 -38 *239 +34 -14 +273 +199 128 -145 -71
Meza +250 -20 +72 -40 -60 +230 +72 -100 +302 +202 128 -174 -74
ZITiga +259 - 8 +78 -20 -27 *242 +78 -47 +320 +273 128 -192 -145
Peraza +500 -19 -119 +69 --- +16 -16 -16 -60 .481 -50 -76 +431 +355 128 -303 -221

Daz +500 -10 +78 -80 -55 +490 +78 -135 +568 +433 128 -440 -305
Rivas +2S0 - 5 +94 -96 -76 +745 -2 -76 +243 +167 128 -115 -39
Uarquero
Varela

+250
*250

-10
--- -110

+35
+94

-38 +38 -40 -20
-53

+240
+250

+35
-16

-100
-159

+275
+234

+175
+75

128
128

-147
-106

-47
+53

Varrantes .250 --- -234 +94 -25 +250 -140 -325 +110 -215 128 +18 +343

Elizondo +250 -26 +H4 -36 -16 +224 +94 -52 +318 +266 128 -190 -138
N&ñez
Espinosa

*250
+250

-36
- 4

+62
+30

-82
-40

120
+40

-20 -20
-36

-20
-32

+214
+246

+62
+30

-122
-68

+216
+276

+154
+208

128
128

-148
-148

-26
-80Fernodez n750 -6 +62 -104 -30 +244 -42 -30 +202 +172 528 -74 -44

Rca,Ta +500 -25 -293 +94 -208 -90 -80 *475 -497 -80 -22 -102 720 --- +742 *822

Lobo +500 -440 -250 .192 -192 -60 -160 -150 t60 -250 -370 -190 -560 128 +318 +688
Porras
Tims

4250
+250

-10
-100

-91 +94
+94 -27

-21 -21
-16

-42
-36

+240
#150

-81
-45

-70
---

+159
+105

+89
+105 600

128
---

-31
+495

+39
+495

L6pez 4250 -604 +76 #32 -32 -94 -354 *76 -94 -218 -372 128 +406 1-500
Ledezma +500 -936 +47 -47 40 +53 53 -53 -436 -40 -53 -476 -529 128 *604 +657

I.
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laborand cash - after the proposed adoption of the new

treatment.

The chart on the, next page depi cts only changes in ex-

penditures No changes in revenues or in hectareages are

considered.

Of the 20 vectors represented on this chart, 15 point

upward and to the left. This direction indicates that family

labor is saved, but at higher cash costs.

Of these 15 vectors, 14 have slopes greater than the es-

timated value of family labor. This indicates that (except

for Sr. Barrantes) the quantity of family labor saved is Un-

likely to be of as high a value as the extra cash costs in-

curred. To this group add Sr. Tims, who would incur extra

cash costs without saving family labor.

Four farmers' vectors point downward and to the left,

indicating savings both in family labor and in cash expendi-

tures. These include the three farmers whose cash costs were

initially highest, and the farmer whose expenditure of a

family labor was the highest.

Answers can now be given to the question 'which of the

farmers could possibly raise their net incomes froiii corn

cropping by using the new treatments?'. The table on page

74 gives a summary of the possibilities.

The effects listed in this table will now be described

in some detail. Reference made both to the likelihoods of

the effects occuring and to the individual farmers.

Two farmers would save on capital expenditures by using

the new treatments. These are Sr. Ledezma, who used a mix-

ture of herbicides that was even more expensive than the gly-

phosate treatment; and Sr. Lá"pez, who hired custom plowing

for his parcel.

Cash savings, considering the costs of hired labor as

well as capital inputs, could also be made by Srs. Acuffa and

Lobo. It is notable that these pure cash substitution advant-

ages would be gained only by farmers whose expenditures are

already atypically high.



Figure V-3b. Present and Projected Expenditures in Croppiig and Weed Control'
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1Projected effects of the incorporation of appropriate herbicide treatments
into small farmers' present weed control systems, from 20 randomly selected corn
parcels in the North Atlantic zone of Costa Rica, first season, 1977. The vectors
represent changes in variable crop production expenditures, separated into components
of family labor and cash (wage and capital).
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TABLE V-6. NUMBERS OF FARMERS WHO COULD RAISE
THEIR NET ItCOMESFROIi CORN CROPPING
BY USINGIHE NEW TREATMENTS

Numbers of farmers (Out of 20)
Who Could Increase Their. Incomes

Reasons for Increased Income For This Reason Cumulative

Substitution effects (changes in
expenditures)
Capital-for-capital substitution 2 2

Capital-for-labor substitution
cash savings 2 4
family labor considered 1 5

Substitution effects plus ,jield
effects
Restoration of large crop losses
which were due to. inadeqaute weed
control 2 6

General 10 percent yield increase
with the glyphosate treatment 3 6
with the paraquat treatment 4 8

Substitution and yield effects plus
increased hectareages 3 8

The above effects persisting into a

second season with the glyphosate
treatment
cash savings 3 8
family labor considered 2 8
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The other 16 farmers would all expend more cash but
(Sr. Tims excepted) save on family labor. Only Sr. Barrantes

would save enough family labor - if family labor is valued at

2O per man-day - to offset the increase in cash expenditure.

Next, the effects of the new treatments on yield are con-

sidered. Srs. Acuuia and Tims lost parts of their harvests

for the expressed reason that they failed to gain sufficient

control over their weeds. Given the specific weed conditions

that prevailed on their parcels and the capabilities of the

treatments as shown in the field experiments, it appears

likely that the new treatments would have restored their

yields approximately to the levels of the averages for their

subregions.

The glyphosate treatment (that is, the 'muich-plus-gly-

phosate' treatment) in most of the field experiments, has

given better yields than the farmers' mulching system, though

the differences were never significant in individual trials.

It could be assumed that, in addition to the substitution

effects, the glyphosate treatment would render a general 10

percent yield increase..ZJ If that were the case, Srs.

Ledezma and Lobo would gain further from using the treatment,

but the increased revenuewould not cover the increased ex-

penditures for the other farmers (Srs. Vindas, Peraza and

Diaz) whose weed conditions are such that glyphosate would be

recommended on agronomic grounds.

There is only very weak evidence from the field experi-

ments that the paraquat treatment would give generally better

yields than the farmers' present systems. But if it were

assumed that the paraquat treatment gave a 10 percent yield

increase, Sr. L6pez would gain further from using the new

treatment, Sr. Barrantes would realize a gain in cash income

over his present system, and Srs. Varela and Porras would

.Z'That is, 10 percent of the sample average.
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stand to achieve higher overall incomes than under their pre-

sent systems, given the estimated values of family labor.

The farmers would have the opportunity to raise their

hectareages of corn if two conditions hold true. The first

is that the new treatments would save labor during the criti-

cal pre-plant phase; and this in turn depends on how high

they cut the herbacious weeds in their present systems. The

second condition is that they are not constrained in the avail-

ability of land for corn cropping. Five farmers meet these

cri ten a.

Tt might reasonably be assumed that a savings of 25 per-

cent of the labor in the chpea would afford a farmer the

time to enlargen his corn parcel by 10 percent. Srs. Acua

and Lobo might further benefit from the opportunity to in-

crease their hectareages. Sr. Varela, if he were to achieve

a 10 percent yield increase with the paraquat treatment, would

be able to achieve an increase in cash income if a 25 percent

savings in the chipea were to afford him time to increase his

hectareage by six percent or more. For Srs. Peraza and Borb6n

the sums of the effect of labor savings, increased yields and

increased hectareages would still not be enough to offset

the increases in capital expenditures.

Finally, though no persistance trial has been completed

to date, the researchers believe that there is some chance

that the glyphosate treatment would be persistant enough to

control the weeds through one season and also considerably

ease the need for soil preparation in the subsequent season's

crop. This possibility would offer cash savings to Srs.

LeZ, Ledezma and Barrantes. If family labor is considered

at its substitution value, Srs. Porras and Varela could also

benefit. However, such a two-season treatment would necessi-

tate the extension of the term for the corn loan from 6 to 12

months for the latter three gentlemen. It would offer pos-

sibilities for expansion of hectareages in annual cropping,

but to take advantage of its full effect the farmers would
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have to plant the same hectareages in two consecutive seasons,

and this is not now the general practice.

J. Results of th Anal'ysis-"

The assumptions underlying the determinations summarized

and detailed above begin conservatively and gradually become

more conjectural. It appears clear that five of the 20 farm-

ers - Srs. Ledezma, L6pez, Acua, Tims and Lobo - would have

achievedhigher incomes from their first season, 1977, corn

crops, if they had incorporated the new treatments into their

weed control systems. These determinations are based upon

cash costs and demonstrated capabilities of the new treatments.

There are possibilities that three additional farmers might

have gained economic benefits for using the new treatments,

but such determinations would be based upon conjecture as to

the value of their family labor or rely on speculation con-

cerning the capabilities of the new treatments.

A general conclusion can be ventured at this point.

Those who are currently using comparatively large cash invest-

ments in their corn crops per se-1 (Srs. Ledezma, Acua,

L6pez, Porras, Lobo and Tims) are, as a group, likely to bene-

fit from the new treatments. The majority who do not use

large cash investments in their corn crops (Srs. Barquero,
/

Espinosa, Nuez, Meza, Diaz, Peraza, Borbon, Vindas, Barrantes,

Eljzondo, Varela, Ziga and Rivas) are, as a group, not

likely to benefit from the new treatments.

-1Working paper, Volume VII, Section G, Subsection 8.

21.This is to exclude Sr. Fernndez cash investment in
land clearing for a first corn crop.
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K. .:Sone Futher ConSi:deationS Concerning
the Adoption of the New Treatments/

The results of the foregoing analysis should be viewed

critically. To say that with the data available to the re-

searchers it appears that certain farmers would raise their

incomes if they used a new treatment is not necessarily tanta-

mount to.a statement that those farmers should or will adopt

the new treatments.

Some crop losses that occured in this sample could have

been prevented by using the new treatments. But they prob-

ably could have been prevented as well with more knowledge

of the weed conditions and by better planning of work sche-

dul es.

Several of the farmers mentioned that they would like

to try mechanized annual crops, if only they had the money to

do so. This group might be receptive to trying the paraquat

treatment - a less expensive capital-intensive treatment -

even though (like mechanization) it might entail a loss in

income.

The highest marginal value of investment in corn cropping

might lie in aspects other than weed control. Some of those

few farmers who used fertilizer reported good results. The

results of a field experiment with different fertilizer levels

were inconclusive. However, in several experiments the agro-

nomists' duplication of the farmers' system yielded much

higher than on the farms, and the only obvious differences

were the levels of fertilizer.

There is evidence that the marginal value of investment

in corn cropping and weed control are often not as high as

those of other ventures that might be undertaken by these

farmers. For example, Sr. Elizondo's cash flow problems

-9-"Working paper, Volume VII, Section H.
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prevent him from hiring as much help as he would like to work
in his corn. But it is probable that, if he had. considerably

more money to invest, he would prefer to invest most of it in
developing his beef herd. The same is true for at least six

other farmers in the sample.

L. Some Problems with the ew Treatments--'

1. Labor Problems

Corn cropping is very problematic in its use of

labor, especially in a region like this one where it is a

major source of employment. There are periods of intense

labor use alternating with slack periods. This periodicity

in demand for labor limits the hectareages of corn that can

be planted, and it makes the farmworkers' lot even more

unstable and uncertain than it would otherwise be.

Ideally, a new treatment would aim directly at this

problem, to save labor in the peak periods and possibly

even create jobs in the slack periods.-' Though the new

treatments save some labor in the critical pre-plant phase,

their labor-saving effects fall only partially, not directly,
in this phase.

2. Economic Problems

It is likely that over half the farmers in the

sample would feel that they simply cannot afford the new
treatments. This is true despite the fact that the credit

arrangements for small farmers in this region are among the
best in Central America.

Corn cropping is far from being the most profitable agri-

cultural venture in this region. But it does have a special

- Working paper, Volume VII, Section (letter) I.

-1Though the supply of labor for corn cropping exhibits
some seasonal variation because of the coffee harvest, school
vacation and other events, it is stable compared to the demand
for labor.



Figure V-4. New. Treatments' Effect on Labor Use
in Peak and SlackPeriods: Actual and Ideal
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place for small farmers who find themselves in a certain

economic situation - that of having ones own labor and the

family1s labor to spend and being in immediate need of cash.
A fairly dependable cash income can be raised in a few months

with a corn crop. Farmers who grow corn for this purpose
would understandably avoid using large amounts of credit.

These treatments, being relatively capital intensive,

are not well suited to the needs of the mjortty of the small

farmers in this sample. This should not be surprising, since

the initial steps in the development of the treatments took

place in the United States, where capital intensivity is the

n 0 rm.

M. Inferences From Sample to Population-'

With a random sample the researcher can make statistical

inferences directly from the sample to the population. If

25 percent of the farmers in the random sample possess a

certain attribute - in this case, the ability to raise their

incomes by using the new treatments - one could be 95 percent

confident that between 5 and 45 percent of the small farmers

in the region have the same attribute.' If the sample pro-

portion is adjudged to be 40 percent, then the 95 percent

confidence interval for the population would be 17 to 63

percent.

epth, rather than breadth, of information was empha-

sized in this survey. Thorough descriptions were deemed more

important that statistical precision. In order to give a

precise estimate of a population proportion one would have to

study a larger sample. For example, if the 95 percent con-

fidence interval about a proportion were to be reduced to a

-'Working paper, Volume VII, Section J.

'The formula is CI(P) = tJ(i-)/n. Here n is
20 and t is 2.093.



point estimate plus-or-minus 5 percent, the sample size would
have to be 288 for a proportion of 25 percent and 369 for a

proportion of 40 percent.'

rn this pioneer study of weed control on the small farms

of this region the researchers felt they must emphasize the

need to understand the factors involved on each farm in the

sample before making inferences about the population. In re-

trospect it appears this goal was fairly well accomplished.

Though the estimates about the proportions of farmers within
the region who might fall in certain categories are not pre-

cise, enough exact information about the types of constraints,

weed conditions, and farmers' work scehdules and budgets

have been derived from this small sample to be an aid to pre-

sent research decisions and to further study.

The selection of small
farmers1 corn crops on which the

analysis was conducted were all from the first season of 1977.

As first seasons go, this season appears to have been below

average, but not unusually poor, in its conditions for corn

cropping on most of the farms. As such it was probably a

good season in which to construct a model for learning about

how the small farmers come to their corn cropping and weed

control decisions.

Some of the agronomic, economic and social results of

the new treatments that have been presented in this thesis

remain hypothetical. Some of the agronomic advantages of the

new treatments that have been postulated in these analyses

have not actually been confirmed in the field experiments.

More fundamentally, the results of the availability of these

new treatments will not actually be known until such time

as the farmers learn about them and use them on their own

farms.

65 /'The formula is n = (i_)(_.) ; t 1.96.



VI. SOCTO-ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

nd Farmworkers

This chapter will begin with the consideration of how

adoption of new treatments might affect employment and wages

for farmworkers. To call this consideration 'socio-economic'

is not to indicate that it is in any way less important, less

scientific, or less central to the discipline of economics

than the consideration of income for farm owners. Researchers'

viewpoints are often limited by terminology that makes farm

owners the sole 'producers', while farmworkers' labor is con-

sidered only as a 'factor of production'. Such oversight is

encouraged by the mathematical simplicity allowed by assuming

the existence of only one producer. It is logically just as

correct to call any worker in crop production a producer,

whether or not he has ownership of the product. The income

of the farmworker merits as much attention on the part of the

agricultural economist as the income of the farm owner.

The small farmers, knowing the constraints and the

availabilities of the resources they need for corn cropping,

and having some idea of the capabilities of the new treat-

ments, will decide whether to experiment with and possibly

adopt the new treatments prescribed by the IPPC-OSU agrono-

mists. Each farmer will in all likelihood make this decision

on the basis of his desire to look after the welfare of his

own family. To a certain extent each farmer will be aware of

the effects such changes in techniques and expenditures will

have on the work and welfare of the people in his employ.

The new treatments involve the replacement of some of the

weed cutting that is done with machete with retardation of

weed growth accomplished by spraying herbicides. Some

LWorking paper, Volume VIII, Section A, and Section B,
Subsections 1 through 3.



man-days of work, both by family members and by wage workers

would no longer be needed, being replaced by the labor-saving

use of imported capital inputs. To some extent the replace-

ment of labor would be offset by the farmers' abilities to

expand their hectareages of corn.

Increased revenue from yield increases might match some

or all of the cash that flows out of the community in exchange

for capital goods. Increases in farm family incomes might

exceed losses of wages to farmworkers. The purpose of the

following analysis is to estimate the proportions in which

these transfers of employment and income would occur if the

farmers were to adopt the new treatments.

Of the random sample of 20 small corn farmers, eight

were shown to have some likelihood of adopting the new treat-

ments. For the purposes of the analysis that follows it will

be supposed that these eight farmers do indeed adopt the new

treatments. Analysis of the effects that incorporation of

the new treatments into these farmers' present systems might

have on employment and community income may now proceed direct-

ly from the economic analysis already completed.

B. Changes in Labor Use With the New Treatments11

The mean labor uses for the first season of 1977 on the

eight parcels in the sub-sample are 37.5 man-days for weed

control activities, and 75.5 man-days for all activities.

For all 20 randomly selected parcels the figures are 30.5 and

65.8.

The mean change in labor use on the eight parcels can be

calculated at 13.8 man-days per hectare on the existing par-

cels, offset by a transfer of 3.2 man-days per existing hec-

tare to expanded parcels. Thus the net negative change in

labor use on the corn parcels in the sub-sample is calculated

atl4 percent, including a savings of 18 percent in weed

21Working paper, Volume VIII, Section B, Subsection 4.
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control on the existing hectareages offset by a 4 percent

increase due to expansion of some of the parcels' hectareages.

For the whole sample of 20 parcels (representing the

region, in which 40 percent of the farmers hypothetically

adopt the new treatments), the net negative change in labor

use would be in the range of six percent, including approxi-

mately an eight percentJabor savings in weed control on

existing hectareages, offset by a two percent increase due to

expanded hectareages.

The chart on the following page shows a detailed break-

down of these changes in labor use by type of worker and by

activity.

Most of the decreased use of labor would be decreased use

of the machete. Nearly half the labor freed from the chpea

would be transferred to spraying herbicides in the pre-plant

phase. But overall time using the backpack sprayer (though

not the overall quantities of herbicides) would decrease. In

the post-plant phase there would be sharp decreases in the

uses both of machete and sprayer.

The time saved during the peak period by releasing

laborers from the pre-plant weed control on the existing

hectareages would be filled up again with machete cutting,

seeding and later harvesting on the expanded hectareages.

Hence these eight farmers in aggregate would not lay off

workers during the peak periods.

The entire net change in labor use - 10.6 man-days per

hectare - would be accounted for by decreased employment in

the slack season. Decreases in employment in the slack

periods would be greater than in the peak periods even with-

out consideration for increased hectareages; and since the

new treatments leave little work to be done in the slack per-

iods, increased hectareages would offset but very little this

drop in slack season employment. It is precisely for this

reason that 71 percent of the total decrease in labor use

would be decreased use of family labor - since the majority

of hired help is used during peak periods.



TABLE VT-i. CHANGES IN LABOR USE ON SUB-SAMPLE
OF 8 PARCELS (MAN-DAYS PER HECTARE IN ONE SEASON)

Mean changes in labor: -10.6
Changes that would occur w/o increased
hectareages: -13.8

Pre-plant -2.5
machete
Spraying

Post-plant and pre-harvest -11.3
Changes resulting from increased
hectareages: +3.2

Weed control labor +1.4
Non-weed control labor +1.8

planting activities
harvest activities

Weed control labor: -12.4
Machete weeding .10.8
Back-pack spraying -1.6

Non-weed control labor: +1.8

Peak period labor: +0.1
Machete -3.6
Spraying +2.3
Seeding +0.3
Picking +1.1

Slack period labor: -10.7
Machete -7.2
Spraying 39
Doubling +0.4

-4. 7

+2.2

+0.3
+1 . 5

Family labor -7.6
Weed control -8.3

pre-plant -0.1
post-plant and pre-harvest -8.2

Non-weed cntrol +0.7
planting +0.2
harvest +0.5

Contracted (wage) labor: -3.0
Weed control -4.1

pre-plant -1.2
post-plant and pre-arvest -2.9

Non-weed control +1.1
planting +0.1
harvest +1.0

Family labor: -7.6
Changes in employment on existing
hectareages -8.8
Changes on expanded hectareages (per
existing hectare) +1.2

Contracted labor: -3.0
Changes in employment on existing
hectareages -5.0
Changes on expanded hectareages
(per existing hectare) +2.0



Changes in Wages

From the foregoing account it can be seen that the

gainful employment lost by the farmworkers on these eight

farms would be 3.0 man-days per existing hectare, but that

the farmers would pay for 5.0 fewer man-days on each of these

hectáres.

In the following table these estimates are expressed as

farmers' expenditures, and placed in the context of the farm-

ers' partial budgets for the corn crops.

TABLE '11-2. CHANGES IN EXPENDITURES:
MEANS FOR THE SUB-SAMPLE OF 8 PARCELS

a. Mean changes in wages paid by farmers
on existing hectareages

b. Mean wages paid on expanded hectareages

c. Mean changes in wages for farmworkers
(a + b, minus the interest saved)

d. Mean change in capital purchases

e. Mean change in value of family labor
used on existing hectareages

f. Mean change in farmers' cash pro-
duction costs (a + d)

-129 i/ha.

+ 53 i/existing
ha.

- 71 / existing
ha.

+ 75 i/ha.

-121 /ha.

- 54 i/ha.

g. Mean change in farmers' production
costs, value of family labor consi-
dered (a + d + e) -175 /ha.

The farmers would pay an average of 129 colones less per

hectare to their hired workers. Since there would be some

-1Working paper, Volume VIII, Section B, Subsections
5 through 7.



expanded hectareages, the net loss in wages to farmworkers

would be 71 colones per existing hectare of corn. The cash

savings to these eight farmers in wages would be enough to

offset the increases in expenditures on chemicals.

D. Changes in Income for the Farmers
and for the ComrnunityiI

Sufficient material has been presented to prepare for

assessments of the economic effects of the new treatments

for the farmers and the farm communities. But to present

aggregate data or mean figures would be misleading. The

following table brings out the distinct differences in magni-

tudes of capital -for-capital and capital -for-labor substitu-

tions, wage losses, and redistributions of income that would

exist among the eight parcels of the sub-sample. Wages would

be lost by farmworkers on all but one of these farms. This

includes consideration of expanded hectareages.

'Community cash income' is calculated as the combined in-

comes of farmers and farmworkers. Increases in revenue are

considered 'inflows', that is, additions tocommunity cash

income. Increases in capital purchases are considered out-

flows. Changes in wages, which are transfers between the two

groups, have no effect on this figure, but the researchers

have considered the wages earned on expanded hectareages as

'inflows'. The additional total incomes the farmers might

gain from expanded hectareages are not included; nor are the

wages farmworkers who are laid off might be able to earn (in

the slack season) in other occupations.

Four of. the eight parcels see strong gains in community

cash incomes. The other four are either negative or depend

on the conjectural ten percent yield increases.

The reader should be aware that this is a sub-sample

-'Working paper, Volume VIII, Sections 8 through 10.
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chosen expressly because of favorable conditions for the

adoption of the new treatments. Changes in farmers' incomes

and in community incomes would be negative, and usually strong-

ly negative, for the other 12 farmers in the random sample.

E. Social I:mpl'ications of Capital-for-Labor
ubstitution/

Technology that makes it profitable for farm owners to

use capital inputs in preference to workers does not neces-

sarily promote unemployment. Employment can be increased by

capital-using technology in two ways: by the creation of

employment opportunities in the manufacture of capital goods,

and by the raising of agricultural production.

The increased use of herbicides by small farmers in Costa

Rica might have a positive effect on the profits of the chemi-

cal companies, and a small positive effect on the incomes of

North American workers. There could be gains in the market-

ing channels in Costa Rica, and in tax revenue for the Costa

Rican government. But clearly the gaining sides of these

transfers are all wealthier groups. The Costa Rican worker

has no part in the income to be made by producing such capital

goods as herbicides. When a small farmer lays off a worker

and purchases a quantity of capi tal goods, most: of the trans-

fer of payments not only leaves the community, but actually

leaves the country. The immediate beneficiary is a wealthy

foreign firm and the immediate losing party is a Costa Rican -

in all probability a poor Costa Rican. The inequity might be

alleviated somewhat if an agrobusiness industry were developed

in Costa Rica.

There are capital goods that do not replace workers.

Chemical fertilizers and improved crop varieties have the p0-

tential to raise yields without usurping jobs. Herbicides

2-21Working paper, Volume VIII, Sections C and D.



have the potential to raise yields, but their direct effect

is to replace large quantitis of hand labor with time-saving

spraying techniques.

Idealistically it would be possible for the workers to

share directly in increased net revenues that were gained by

farm owners as a result of labor-saving technology. But in

reality when a farm owner has no more need for a farmworker

the latter is simply no longer paid. In a sense it is incor-

rect to say that there is a need for more employment in less

developed regions. Certainly there is plenty of work that

needs to be done. What is meant by the statement is that

more opportunities are needed for the workers to receive

income.

If crop production were to increase, particularly in

those crops that are intensive in their uses of labor, it

would be a boon for the entire rural communities. Direct

gains can be made by farm-owners, and these gains can be

shared with farmworkers through increased employment and

through higher wages. However, only a minimal increase in

hectareages can be expected to result from the availability

of these new treatments. On most of the farms where these

treatments might be adopted, workers would be laid off. All

of the net decrease in employment would take place in the

slack periods. Hence wage rates would not be affected during

the peak periods, but might possibly drop lower in slack

times.

There would be transfers of workers from the often oner-

ous job of cutting weeds with machete to the comparatively

very light work of back-pack spraying. From the point of

view of the heaviness of the labor involved in corn crop-

ping, this could be considered a positive step. It is likely

that the farm families would tend to do most of the spraying

themselves.

When the new treatments are introduced into the North At-

lantic zone of Costa Rica, it will be into an atmosphere which
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is characterized by growth in land use both for corn cropping

and beef ranching. More land is also being put into produc-

tion on corporately-owned banana plantations. The infrastruc-

ture, including roads and trade outlets, is undergoing rapid

growth and improvement.

Migration into the region continues, and it appears that

a large proportion of the newcomers arrive with the hope of

finding work in agriculture and eventually owning land.

Statistics about unemployment among farmworkers can be de-

ceiving, because there is a sizable extra-legal movement of

people from depressed regions of neighboring Nicaragua. For

these reasons, this author believes, a researcher would err

in taking occasional local shortages of workers as evidence

of a long-term high rate of employment for the region.

Economic growth, in solving some economic and social prob-

lems, often gives rise to new sets of economic and social

problems. Among these are breakdowns j:fl institutions such

as family ties and local governments; dislocation of people

who cannot find employment; crowding out of small farms and

businesses by big business interests; and water pollution

and soil erosion due to shortsighted industrial and agricul-

tural practices.

During the survey, many farmers expressed their beliefs

that remaining on their farms, in spite of the hardships in-

volved, was the best way to maintain the unity of their fami-

lies. Many of them belonged to local governmental, cultural

and religious associations. These small farm families, and

also the people in their employ, are the intended clients of

this study.
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VII. SOME POLICY SUGGESTIONS

A. Furth'e Wk by the IPPC-OSU

The new treatments have been fairly successful throughout

a series of field experiments designed to test their capaci-

ties to control weeds and to find the most effi cient rates

and timings for given weed regimes. The process of testing

continues. Agronomist Myron Shenk has introduced the treat-

ments to farmers who have worked with him in conducting ex-

periments on their own farms. Future experiments will be con-

ducted in this way wherever possible. These are realistic

steps that may lead to the adoption of the new treatments by

some of the farmers in the region.

Some restraint should be exercised in recommending the

treatments to small farmers. First, the agronomic effects

the treatments would have on actual small farm parcels are

not fully known; and secondly, economic analysis indicates

that only a minority of the small farmers are likely to bene-

fit from the new treatments. The farmers' acceptance of agro-

nomists' recommendations will be subject not only to agronomic

considerations, but also to the farmers' financial conditions

and to their actual objectives in growing corn.

Many questions remain about soil fertility and its rela-

tionships with other factors in corn production, including

weed control. It might be very useful to take soil samples

on the experimental plots.

In considering the recommendations of a new treatment,

its proponents seek to show that the marginal product of a

farmer's expenditure on the new treatment would be positive.

Once that has been established they investigate whether the

marginal value of the expenditure exceeds the marginal cost.

These are basic considerations, but a further consideration

enters into the farmers' planning: whether the product of a



unit of expenditure on the new treatment would be greater

than the expenditure's value in an alternative enterprise.

It appears that many farmers prefer to invest cash re-

sources in their beef herds, rather than in their corn crops..

Some farmers are now using herbicides to control weeds on

their pasturelands. The IPPC-OSU should consider an investi-

gation of pasture weed control in this region.

B. ITCO's Ordinance Concerning Land Rental
fn Cariari

In the homesteading district of Cariari, the Institute

for Lands and Homesteading (ITCO) forbids the rental of farm-

land. In the adjacent districts land rental is very common,

especiallyfor first-season corn cropping. On many of Can-

an's 20-hectare homesteads the hectareages of corn are

limited by the need to keep pastureland open the year around,

while sections of neighboring homesteads lie fallow. Some

cooperative land use agreements exist among the farmers in

Cariani, but it appears certain that the allowance of land

rental would result in increased corn production.

ITCO has emphasized the need for the development of family

farms by the families themselves. The outright ban on land

rental may have been a necessary first step in promoting

this goal. But in time ITCO might find a more moderate so-

lution that allows some regulated rental of land in Cariari.

C. Banana Markets for Small Farmers

The three most impotant agricultural pursuits in the

North Atlantic zone of Costa Rica are (considering all farm

sizes):

Perennial crops: bananas

Annual crops: corn

Ranching: beef (Oficina de Planificaci6n Sectoral Agro-

pecuaria, 1977)
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These enterprises have the following comparative attri-

butes:

TABLE VTI-1. CQMPARATIVE ATTRIBUTES OF CORN,
CPTTLE AND BANANA PRODUCTION

Value per Extra-local
Employment per unit unit of markets for

Enterprise of land area land area small farmers

Corn Moderate: problematic Low to
because of extreme Moderate
peak and slack perio.ds

Cattle Low Moderate

Government
guarantees
purchase at
supported
prices

Currently
robust

Bananas High High Non-existent

The US-AID Mission in Costa Rica, in its 1977 document

An Assessment of the Agricultural Sector in Costa Rica, states

that it does not consider investment in higher corn yields or

more extensive corn production to be a priority area for

assistance in the Atlantic zones:

uThe Atlantic lowlands....(have) poor prospects for basic

grains other than rice' (United States AID Mission to Costa

Rica, 1977).

The report adds: "Small farmers should not be discour-

aged from producing corn for their own consumption where this

is economically feasible."

Corn cropping is now by far the leading cash enterprise

among small farmers in the North Atlantic zone. Even so, the

Mission correctly points out:

"Most areas where corn grows reasonably will have
distinct comparative advantages for other crops and
commodities.... Consideration should be given to
stimulating the production and export of commodities
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for which Costa Rica has a comparative advantage so
that sufficient foreign exchange will be generated
to purchase corn requirements on the open market."

Two agri cul tural enterprises for which the North Atlantic

zone has comparative advantages are beef ranching and banana

production. Beef ranching is at present an attractive alter-

native to which farmers - at least those with landholdings

of ten hectares or more - may turn from basic grain production.

It has a higher value per hectare than low yield corn produc-

tion. However, ranching is comparatively very low in labor

use, an aspect which is attractive tbthe farm owners, parti-

cul arly the larger landholders, but of dubi óus value to the

people of the community as a whole.

Bananas are a perennial crop that, compared to corn, is

very high in value and also high and steady in its labor re-

quirement. It takes a large quantity of capital to establish

quickly a large hectareage of bananas, but several small

farmers in the sample have established quarter-hectare plots

of bananas and other fruits, and some of those who have oc-

cupied their farms for eight years or more have established

larger plots. The limit for banana production among small

farmers is the amount that can be used for home and local con-

sumption (although one farmer in the sample feeds bananas to

his hogs). This is because, for small producers, there is no

dependable cash market.

A brief description of the markets for corn, coffee and

bananas will clarify the issue the researchers wish to raise.

The Costa Rican National Council of Products (CNP) operates

regional corn dryers which guarantee road or rail transport

and purchase at supported prices of all the corn the small

farmers can grow. By all reports this policy has been very

successful. For many families homesteading in Cariari prob-

ably would not be possible without a robust market for corn.

Small farm corn production in the North Atlantic zone has been

growing steadily.

The early development of the coffee market, as well as



coffee's ease of transport, has favored the dispersion of

coffee production among farms of all sizes. Two-thirds of

Costa Rica's coffee is produced on farms of less than 50

hectares. Coffee is not produced in quantity in the Atlantic

lowlands.

In recent years bananas have surpassed coffee as the

nation's highest value export crop. Costa Ricans have coined

a saying: "Bananas are our biggest crop, but coffee is our

most important crop." This is because banana production is

concentrated on large landholdings with a high proportion of

foreign ownership. Ninety-six rcent of the mart production of

bananas takes place on large farms using very high levels of

technology and labor - in a word, on plantations.

Banana export channels are vertically integrated. The

fruit is packed and loaded on trains right on the plantations.

The only potential extra-local market outlets for the small

farmers are the plantations. But the small farmers are ex-

cluded from this market.

There is irony in the fact that the coming of the cor-

porate 'bananeros' was a major economic boon to the region

(Solano, 1978). Roads built to the Standard Fruit Company

plantation in Cariari became the hub of other roads in Cariari

and La Suerte. Employment on these plantations in the 1960's

was the first chance for the early homesteaders, who were

waiting for ITCO to make good on their promises of roads,

credit and markets, to earn cash income. Even so, the planta-

tion owners' usurpation of the market for bananas, by far the

highest value crop in the region both for owners and workers,

will no doubt eventually be viewed by the farmers as a form of

colonization; welcomed in the beginning, but in time seen as

an obstacle to the development of Costa Ricans ' interests.

The US-AID Mission's assessment makes it clear that

assistance for change to higher value and more intensive crops

is an area of high priority. And it points out that

"(For) the over five Ha. target group farms.. .the-
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modeof assistance arid principal bottlenecks are
likely to be found in marketing and processing,
and not at the farm level."

The researchers can agree with the Mission1s logic in

all its aspects. However, the assessment was silent on the

application of this logic in the North Atlantic zone. Bananas

are the crop with the highest comparative advantage in this

region. Export marketing channels have already been estab-

lished, but they exclude the small and medium-sized farmers.

There are many constraints, especially in the short run,

to banana production by small farmers. But the immediate

constraint to their even attempting to grow bananas as a cash

crop is their absolute exclusion from the export market. Such

agencies as have influence should investigate the possibility

of assisting with the establishment of some kind of export

banana marketing channel for small farmers.



VIII. CONCLUSION

Weed control is an important and time-consuming job for

small farmers in the North Atlantic zone of Costa Rica.

Nearly half the labor and half the cash outlays on small farm

corn crops are expended to combat weeds. Weed control is

also important in other annual crops, as well as in the main-

tenance of perennial crops and natural pastureland.

Most of the small farmers in the region plant their corn

with a method that involves cutting a thick growth of weeds

with machete and seeding with an 'espeque' beneath the re-

sulting layer of mulch. Weeds are typically controlled after

planting with machete or back-pack sprayed herbicide. As

the time for doubling nears, the fast-growing weeds are cut

again with machete. Large amounts of family labor are used

in these activities, along with some cash expenditures both

for hired workers' wages and for capital goods.

Agronomists manning the IPPC-OSU Costa Rica project have

conducted a series of field experiments in weed control in

the North Atlantic zone. Two herbicide treatments, applied

before seeding as weeds begin to re-emerge through the mulch

layer, offer some agronomic advantages. Use of paraquat or

glyphosate in this manner saves labor, and there is evidence

that the glyphosate treatment, in giving superior control of

the weeds, gives higher yields than the present methods.

The new treatments, although from an agronomic point of

view they fit conveniently into the farmers' present systems,

are not well sui ted to the economic needs of the majority of

the region's small corn farmers. They are expensive relative

to typical local methods. Also their labor-saving effects do

not fall squarely in corn's very intense peak labor season but

actually save more labor in the slack period.

The new treatments offer economic advantages for a minor-

ity of the region's small corn farmers. Those whose corn

cropping strategies now include comparatively large expenditures



of cash for wages and especially for hired plowing or herbi-

cides would be likely to benefit from the new treatments.

For the majority of small farmers in the region, corn

cropping has the important function of raising a cash income

with the use mostly of the farm family's own labor. Treat-

ments that are expensive in cash do not serve well for this

function.

The wage rates are high on the North Atlantic zone, com-

pared to other parts of Central America and some other regions

of Costa Rica. Opportunities for employment are increasing.

Temporary local shortages of labor sometimes occur in peak

labor periods. But in view of the fact that migration into

the region from other parts of Costa Rica and from Nicaragua

is steady and rapid, such occasional shortages do not consti-

tute evidence of a long-term high rate of employment.

Adoption of the new treatments would result in loss of

employment opportunities for farmworkers. An estimated 40

percent of this employment might be regained because the

savings of labor would result in limited opportunities to

expand the present hectareages of corn. On parcels where the

new treatments are used, much of the labor in the often

onerous job of machete weed cutting would be transferred to

the comparatively light job of back-pack spraying.

These new treatments should be recommended to the small

farmers, with the realization that it will only be the minor-

ity who are relatively free of constraints in their use of

cash resources who are likely to adopt them. Agronomist

Myron Shenk's method of planting field experiments in cooper-

ation with small farmers on their land makes use of the most

important channels of information for small farmers - their

own observations and the opinions of other small farmers.

The new weed control treatments, as they are, appear to

offer benefits for some of the region's small farmers. But

they will offer little to the poorer majority. This is a

common experience in research: the group most in need of help
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is the hardest to reach. The researchers, in carrying on

with their work, should take encouragement in the knowledge

they are imparting to the re'gion's rural community. They

should also continue the struggle to find ways to bring the

help of science to those who are most in need.
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